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Individual students investing in higher education primarily consider the private or internal benefits associated with higher levels of education that accrue entirely to the individual and they often ignore the public or external benefits that accrue entirely to society. In addition, many private benefits are easily measured and information about the numerical magnitudes of private benefits is widely distributed among and accessible to both individual students and society. Public benefits to society are often nonmonetary and difficult to measure and information about the substantial magnitudes of the public benefits of higher education is poorly distributed and generally inaccessible, making the members of society, as the sole recipients of these benefits, relatively unaware of the nature, extent, and magnitude of the public benefits from higher education investments (McMahon, 2009; Paulsen, 2001b; Paulsen & Toutkoushian, 2007b; Paulsen & Toutkoushian, 2008). As a result, the public's opinion on state budgetary allocations towards higher education is often based on their high level of awareness of the private benefits of higher education and their perception that higher education primarily serves to advance an individual's social mobility. The values and beliefs of society regarding the public benefits of higher education, relative to the costs, affect their commitments to support public investment in postsecondary institutions (Institute for Higher Education Policy, 1998; McMahon, 2009; Paulsen, 2001b; Shapiro, 2005). For higher education to gain substantial public support and legitimacy, the role of college education in the
provision of public or external benefits must be more fully studied by researchers and, as a result, more deeply understood by the members of society as the recipients of these public benefits of higher education.

Some of the most common non-monetary public or external benefits that are empirically associated with public investment in higher education include students’ and graduates’ engagement in volunteerism, increased participation in public affairs and community involvement, increased participation in civic organizations, the development of personal attitudes towards public programs, openness to free speech for others, and increased charitable giving (Baum & Payea, 2004; Bowen, 1977; Dee, 2004; Institute for Higher Education Policy, 1998; Leslie & Brinkman, 1988; McMahon, 2009; Paulsen, 2001b).

A number of empirical studies have examined the extent to which college fosters significant student development in a number of these areas such as community service, civic engagement, and public affairs involvement during and after college (see Astin, 1993; Pascarella & Terenzini, 1991; 2005). Yet, a dearth of literature exists estimating the effects of specific aspects or characteristics of the college experience on students’ participation in volunteerism, community involvement, civic engagement, and kindred factors identified above – which are referred to in the present study as altruistic and socially responsible behavior – as a composite measure. Astin (1993) recognized a growing trend in the importance of student development and engagement in altruism and social activism within higher education. Working with colleagues at the Higher Education Research Institute (HERI), Astin created an altruism and social activism factor using items from the Cooperative Institutional Research Program (CIRP) survey. A
number of researchers adopted this altruism factor and conducted multivariate analyses
examining well-being (Bowman, Brandenberger, Lapsley, Hill, & Quaranto, 2010; Hill,
Burrow, Brandenberger, Lapsley, & Quaranto, in press), personal growth and purpose in
life (Bowman, Brandenberger, Hill, & Lapsley, in press), and adulthood civic and
political participation (Misa, Anderson, & Yamamura, 2005). More recently, the
Association of American Colleges and Universities (AAC&U) identified global and civic
learning as two important outcomes college educators should monitor entering the
twenty-first century (see Leskes & Miller, 2006). Clearly, these two outcomes also relate
to altruism and social responsibility.

Gaps in the Literature

Unfortunately, research examining college experiences that predict altruistic and
socially responsible behavior (herein referred to as ASR) in college is limited. This can
be attributed to a number of factors. First, as previously noted, there is a substantial lack
of research using a composite measure of ASR as a dependent variable measure; prior
studies estimating community or political involvement typically rely on only a single
item dependent measure. Second, the covariates within the analyses have been applied to
only a limited range of curricular measures (e.g., majors), co-curricular measures (e.g.,
service learning), and measures of in-college experiences potentially related to ASR (e.g.,
community service, participation in diversity workshops, attending religious ceremonies).
Many other specific aspects of the college experience that could be potentially important
in student development of ASR have been left largely unexamined. Of particularly note,
a review of the literature did not uncover a single study that examined the effects of
theoretically vetted good practices and kindred socialization experiences in college within
undergraduate education (e.g., student-faculty interactions, peer interactions) on ASR. Lastly, not a single study examined the extent to which college experiences influence ASR across unique sub-populations of students, in particular first-generation students. Level of education is considered one of the most powerful predictors of altruistic and socially responsible behavior (Putnam, 2000), yet how specific college experiences impact altruism or social responsibility, as well as how these effects may vary for students with different levels of parental education is undocumented.

Higher education serves and benefits both the individual and society, and as such, college graduates are expected to develop outcomes that generate both private or internal benefits (e.g., personal satisfaction) and public or external benefits (such as altruism and support for the community). An important cyclical pattern exists in the relationship between the development and promotion of ASR in college and the subsequent engagement in ASR after college. Individuals who engage in ASR during college are more likely to engage in ASR, which generate public or external benefits later in adulthood (see Misa et al., 2005). As more college graduates participate in ASR in a societal setting, thereby generating greater public benefits of investment in college, the more likely the public will support higher education. Of equal importance to this cycle are the individual attributes and characteristics associated with ASR. The sociological and economic concepts of human, social, and cultural capital serve as useful elements in the conceptual framework for this study. These three forms of capitals have strong explanatory power as to why students develop and engage in selfless, affective outcomes such as ASR during and after college. To examine how first-year college experiences
affect a student’s ASR, an integration of socialization theory and college impact models serve as the theoretical framework.

Purpose Statement

The present study addresses the research problem and the gaps in the existing literature by examining the effects of selected first-year college experiences on students’ development of ASR – a critical college outcome that leads to significant public or external benefits – and examines whether the effects of specific college experiences on ASR vary between first-generation and non-first-generation students. Summarizing the intended social goals of postsecondary institutions, Bowen (1977) stated that higher education “sets in motion a dynamic process leading to changes in society, which in turn will lead to further changes in both individuals and society” (p. 50). A student’s attitudes, values, and behavior patterns are all modified by the collegiate experience, which can subsequently influence social change upon graduation (Bowen, 1977).

Student Population of Interest

Projections conducted by the U.S. Census Bureau (2004) suggest that the racial/ethnic composition of the United States total population is shifting. By 2050, current minority population – black, Hispanic, Asian/Pacific Islander, and American Indian – will exceed 50 percent of the total United States population and will become the new majority. Postsecondary institutions are witnessing similar racial/ethnic composition trends in their incoming student populations (see Jamieson, Curry, & Martinez, 2001; National Center for Education Statistics, 2009). Percent change calculations of projected enrollment numbers conducted by the National Center for Education Statistics (2009) estimate an increase in the enrollment of black students (19.5%), Hispanic students
(26.7%), Asian students (21.4%), and “other” minority students (14.1%) over the next eight years.

Linked with the surge of minority students into postsecondary education are the expected increases of first-generation students (Strayhorn, 2006). First-generation students are students whose parent(s) has not attended a postsecondary institution and therefore have no college experience. These students are more likely to be minorities, of low socioeconomic status (SES), speak English as a second language, and be non-United States citizens (Bui, 2002; Lee, Sax, Kim, & Hagedorn, 2004; Saenz, Hurtado, Barrera, Wolf, & Yeung, 2007; Warburton, Bugarin, & Nunez, 2001). In 2005, 28.2 percent of first-generation students were Hispanic, 22.6 percent were black, 19.0 percent Asian/Asian American, 16.8 percent Native American, and 13.2 percent white (Saenz et al., 2007). Some researchers even debate that first-generation status could serve as a proxy for race/ethnicity (Davis, 2010). These student background characteristics suggest that first-generation students tend to have access to fewer college-going resources, are more likely to have localized and less cosmopolitan worldviews, and are likely to be more sensitive to new social and cultural experiences, such as enrolling into the collegiate environment, compared to their non-first-generation counterparts.

Research examining first-generation students is vast, including areas in college choice and aspirations (e.g., Bui, 2005; Ceja, 2006; Gibbons & Shoffner, 2004), college academic achievement (e.g., Chen & Carroll, 2005; Dennis, Phinney, & Ivey-Chuateco, 2005; Ting, 2003), and persistence (e.g., Duggan, 2001; Harrell & Forney, 2003; Ishitani, 2006; Lohfink & Paulsen, 2005; Rendon, 1995; Somers, Woodhouse, & Cofer, 2004; Thomas & Quinn, 2007; Warburton et al., 2001). Only a few studies have explored the
relationship between first-generation status and the college experience, and more importantly, how these experiences affect various college outcomes (see Padgett et al., 2010; Padgett, Johnson, & Pascarella, in press; Pascarella, Pierson, Wolniak, & Terenzini, 2004). Most aspects of the college experience have been developed, designed, and implemented, with the traditional college student in mind. In this context, the effects of college experiences on college outcomes are expected to be similar across students. For example, Chickering and Gamson’s (1991) influential Seven Principles for Good Practice in Undergraduate Education has been extensively researched and implemented across college campuses (see Cruce, Wolniak, Seifert, & Pascarella, 2006). Yet, few studies have measured the effects of the good practices across unique subsamples of students, such as first-generation students (Cruce et al., 2006; Goodman et al., 2006; Padgett et al., 2010; Padgett et al., in press; Seifert, Drummond, & Pascarella, 2006).

Longitudinal evidence (Padgett et al., 2010; Padgett et al., in press; Pascarella, et al., 2004; Terenzini, Springer, Yaeger, Pascarella, & Nora, 1996) suggests first-generation students are uniquely sensitive to a wide range of college experiences and their impact on college outcomes. However, major gaps within the research still exist, which limits the extent to which practitioners and policymakers can adequately implement good practices geared towards unique subsamples of students.

**Significance of the Study and Research Questions**

Using a longitudinal, pretest-posttest design, this study seeks to addresses the research problem and the gaps in the existing literature discussed previously. In addition, this study addresses the methodological limitations of college impact articulated in this section. These goals are achieved by examining the effects of selected in-college
experiences on students’ growth or development of ASR and whether the effects of specific college experiences on ASR vary between first-generation and non-first-generation students. First-generation students may be more sensitive to the introduction of new experiences in college, and as such this study will conduct separate analyses for first-generation and non-first-generation students to more accurately assess the effect of the first-year on students’ developmental impact on ASR. This study uses an ASR pretest control variable measured prior to the first year of college. As a result, variation in the ASR posttest, measured at the end of the first year of college, can be more confidently attributed to variation in the independent variable measures of specific college experiences. In combination, the ASR pretest control, along with a set of additional precollege control variables, help focus the design of this study on estimating the effects of specific in-college experiences on students’ growth and development of ASR during the first year of college.

The following research questions serve as a guide for this study’s analysis:

1) What are the effects of student background and precollege characteristics on end-of-the-first-year ASR?

2) What are the effects of college experiences and good practices on end-of-the-first-year ASR?

3) Do the effects of college experiences and good practices on end-of-the-first-year ASR differ for first-generation and non-first-generation students?

**Overview of Methods**

The sample in this study is comprised of first-year, full-time students at 45 four-year college and universities located within the continental United States. Institutions
were invited to participate the Wabash National Study of Liberal Arts Education (WNS), a large, pretest/posttest longitudinal investigation of the effects of the liberal arts experience on educational outcomes theoretically associated with liberal arts education funded by the Center of Inquiry in the Liberal Arts at Wabash College. The undergraduates in this analysis were from three separate cohorts of freshmen students from 2006, 2007, and 2008. From these three cohorts, 16,667 first-year students were invited to participate in the study. The data collection for the WNS was conducted in two waves. The initial data collection early in the fall semester included instruments measuring student demographics, family background characteristics, high school, precollege experiences, and precollege cognitive and psychosocial scores. The follow-up data collection was conducted during the following spring semester. A number of instruments measuring the first-year experience, student engagement, and exposure to vetted good practices were administered, including the WNS Student Experiences Survey, the National Survey of Student Engagement (NSSE), and posttest measures on the cognitive and psychosocial student took in the fall semester.

Given the continuous nature of the dependent measure, ordinary least squares regressions are utilized to estimate the effects of the college experience on first-year students’ ASR. The analyses are conducted in a two-stage hierarchical fashion across two sub-samples (first-generation students and non-first-generation students): 1) end-of-the-year ASR is regressed across a battery of background and precollege characteristics, including an ASR pretest measured prior to college, 2) institutional type, college experiences, and the good practices are introduced, and 3) the models are examined separately to observe if the effects of certain covariates on ASR differed in magnitude
and significance across first-generation and non-first-generation students. The ways in which researchers define first-generation status vary across studies; there is no universal definition of first-generation status (see Davis, 2010). Level of parental education is typically coded as a series of dichotomous variables – ranging from some college experience to graduate degree – with parents who have no college experience as the comparison group. Studies targeting first-generation students as a population of interest would be more comprehensive and revealing if first-generation students were selected as a unique subsample and compared with their non-first-generation peers. Thus, the effect of the college experiences included within each model is unique to each subsample on the outcome.

**Definitions of Terms**

ASR: This abbreviation for altruistic and socially responsible behavior (ASR) refers to an individual’s involvement in acts of civic, political, and charitable engagement for greater external benefits of society, either unselfishly or selfishly.

Human capital: An individual’s quantifiable productive capacities, such as knowledge, skills, talents, competences, and attributes.

Social capital: The norms, networks, relationships, and other social connections that serve as a reciprocal resource for individuals to reference and engage in.

Cultural capital: The cultural resources and knowledge transmitted by individuals of high and middle socioeconomic status to their children as a means to supplement wealth and resources in maintaining their class status.

Socialization: Defined with a familial or societal framework, a process by which aspirants develop, acquire, or assimilate the valued norms of the social
group of which the aspirant desires to become a member. This process is often influenced by the social relationships individuals participate in within a social environment.

First-generation status: Students whose parent(s) has not attended a postsecondary institution.

Please note: Variations of the definition of first-generation status exist throughout the literature (see Davis, 2010). This particular definition of first-generation status was chosen because the college experience is not exclusively connected to obtaining a degree. In other words, even if a parent spent one day in college before dropping out, the parent still proceeded through the college choice process, financial aid process (if needed), and preparation for attending college. The single day spent on a college campus and attending class would have a significant influence on the decision to drop-out, thus theoretically providing their offspring with valuable information about the college experience.

**Delimitations, Limitations, and Assumptions**

The scope of this study focuses on the effects of first-year college experience on students’ development of ASR and examines whether these effects on ASR vary between first-generation and non-first-generation students. The sample for this study is comprised of first-year students. College impact research tends to estimate the effects of the college experience across any number of college-level outcomes. The extent to which a student “develops” certain behaviors or values within a single year may be more restrained compared to that revealed through a longitudinal assessment over multiple years.
However, given the pretest-posttest design of the WNS, this study remains a longitudinal snapshot of the first-year experience.

As is the case with all college impact studies, potential selection bias exists within the sample simply because students self-select to attend college. As such, any comparison analyses within this study may be limited to individuals who are more likely than non-college-bound peers to have high levels of human, social, and cultural capital, be highly motivated, exhibit leadership characteristics, participate in altruistic behaviors, and have higher levels of personal development. The scope of this study does not include comparison data on the impact of college on ASR between college and non-college individuals. Rather, the scope of this study explores the impact of college on students’ ASR and the societal benefits associated with enrollment into college.

The dependent measure – ASR – is an empirically derived and tested factor with high reliability scores (\( \alpha = 0.83 \)). Yet, the dependent measure is limited in its capacity to capture all possible behaviors, experiences, and outcomes considered to be ASR. This is primarily due to the use of secondary data in this analysis. The use of secondary data for this analysis also limits the extent to which I can estimate a model that includes independent variables consistent with every theoretical and empirical finding within the literature. However, the longitudinal nature, availability of pretest measures, and complex sampling design of this study provides an abundance of vetted covariates to help overcome this limitation.

Similar to the limitation of using secondary data, the primary purpose of the WNS study is to examine experiences theoretically associated with liberal arts education and educational outcomes. Liberal arts colleges were specifically targeted for institutional
participation in the WNS and are purposefully oversampled and represented within the WNS institutional data. The oversampling of liberal arts colleges – which are typically selective in their admission procedures – may indirectly affect the number of first-generation students, and students with other characteristics, in the analytical sample, compared to other national datasets.

The sample of interest within this study is first-generation students. The item by which first-generation status is constructed incorporates measures of both mother’s and father’s level of education. But research on the influence of familial factors suggests that families cannot be assumed to consist of only two biological parents (see Thomas & Quinn, 2007). Step-families or any legal guardians can all influence college-going students’ human, social, and cultural capital. These two items, and their response sets, assume the respondent 1) had a parent(s), or 2) substituted legal guardian(s) for parent(s) when responding.

**Conclusion**

Members of society recognize the internal benefits bestowed upon college graduates, yet are unaware of the external benefits higher education provides them (McMahon, 2009; Paulsen, 2001b; Paulsen & Toutkoushian, 2007b; Paulsen & Toutkoushian, 2008). Society’s perception that higher education primarily serves an individual’s personal benefits negatively affects their support of public investments in postsecondary institutions (Institute for Higher Education Policy, 1998; McMahon, 2009; Paulsen, 2001b; Shapiro, 2005). Non-monetary benefits of higher education, including volunteerism, participation in public affairs and community involvement, increased charitable giving, and the like (Baum & Payea, 2004; Bowen, 1977; Dee, 2004; Institute
for Higher Education Policy, 1998; Leslie & Brinkman, 1988; McMahon, 2009; Paulsen, 2001b) legitimize higher education’s role in educating future leaders and altruistic members of society. Empirical studies have examined how colleges impact student development outcomes across a number of covariate altruistic behaviors, including involvement in community service, civic engagement, and public affairs (see Astin, 1993; Pascarella & Terenzini, 1991; 2005). A significant gap in the literature exists when it comes to estimating the effects of the first-year college experience on students’ overall ASR as a developmental outcome (a factor comprised of a collection of ASR behaviors, including examples such as volunteerism, community involvement, and civic engagement).

The purpose of this study is to estimate the effects of first-year college experiences on student development of ASR. Furthermore, given their greater likelihood of sensitivity to change in the college environment, first-generation students are identified as a sub-sample and specifically targeted as to whether the effects of college experiences on ASR vary between first-generation and non-first-generation students. Chapter two presents a substantial and exhaustive literature review that explores the connections between college experiences and ASR. Human, social, and cultural capital serve as a conceptual framework for this study and college impact and socialization models serve as a theoretical framework within the connections between college experiences and ASR. Chapter three provides a thorough examination of the overall research approach, including details on the sample, dependent and independent measures, research methods, and statistical analyses used in the study. An exhaustive and detailed results section, with a number of tables and an appendix serving as companions, is presented in Chapter four.
Lastly, Chapter five provides a discussion of the overall results of this study and how they can guide future research on first-year students’ growth or development of ASR. Chapter five also examines the implications these results have for policy, practice and implementation within higher education, as well as the relationship between the findings and theory, and concludes with remarks on the overall findings of this study.
CHAPTER II
REVIEW OF LITERATURE

Purpose of Literature Review

This chapter reviews the theory and research literature related to the study of ASR as an important outcome of college and the effects of selected college experiences on student development of ASR\(^1\). After a brief introduction, the chapter begins with a review of theory and research on the construct of ASR and conceptualizations of why it is a valued outcome of college. Next, the chapter reviews research on the effects of the overall college experience and the effects of specific elements of the college experience on the development and promotion of students’ engagement in ASR behaviors during and after college. A number of key sociological and economic constructs – human capital, cultural capital and social capital – are then introduced and examined as potentially useful concepts to inform the analysis and study of ASR and some of the factors that might impact its development. The next section develops an overarching theoretical framework to guide the study. The theoretical framework is the result of an integrative analysis of several college-impact models and key concepts from socialization theory. The subsequent section discusses the rationale for the importance of studying the effects of college experiences on outcomes separately for first-generation and non-first-generation students. A concluding section summarizes the key elements of the review and previews the forthcoming methodology chapter.

Higher education institutions can gain public legitimacy by providing future generations with the capacities, values, beliefs, and commitments to ensure society’s

---

\(^1\) Please note: The use of the phrase “Altruistic and Socially Responsible behavior” – ASR – is unique to this study. Interchangeable terms are used through the literature, and to remain consistent with prior research, I will only use ASR in Chapter 2 as it relates to the dependent measure of this study.
overall goal of generational success (Shapiro, 2005). Upon its inception in 1636, Harvard College recognized the importance of establishing a society with cultured men and relied on its educational ideals to train future leaders. This mission of Harvard College was clearly established in its charter, which calls “For the advancement of all good literature artes and Sciences in Harvard College…to the education of the English & Indian Youth of this Country in knowledge” (Harvard College charter, May 31, 1650). From the colonial colleges’ perspective, the primary mission of college was on transforming young men into honorable public servants (Thelin, 2004; Vine, 1976). Similarly, in his renowned treatise on the modern university, Clark Kerr (2001) claims that like its progenitors, the ‘multiversity’ also serves society, or more expressively, “it serves society almost slavishly” (p. 19). By educating students, postsecondary institutions develop a student’s understanding of social, cultural, and political institutions, prepare student’s to think critically, analytically, and reflectively, and develop an individual’s value structure and moral character (Pascarella & Terenzini, 1991). This development and growth is fostered by the collegiate experience. Pace (1974) succinctly describes the impact of college on external benefits by stating:

The attainment of a broad range of personal and social benefits, of liberal viewpoints on important social issues, and of subsequent involvement in the civic and artistic life of the community seems to be related to the extent to which the college experience provided a rich opportunity for personal and social relationships, involvement in campus activities, and in associations with the faculty. (p. 129)

Higher education serves and benefits both the individual and society, and as such, college graduates are expected to develop outcomes that generate both private or internal benefits, such as higher-paying jobs, and public or external benefits, such as students’ engagement in volunteerism, participation in civic, community and public affairs, and
charitable contributions. However, for higher education to achieve significant public support and legitimacy, the role that college education plays in the provision of public or external benefits must be more fully studied by researchers and more thoroughly understood by society as the recipients of these public benefits (Institute for Higher Education Policy, 1998; McMahon, 2009; Paulsen, 2001b; Shapiro, 2005).

Several well-known non-monetary forms of public or external benefits that are positively and significantly related to investment in higher education are increases in students’ volunteerism, participation in public affairs and community involvement, and increased charitable giving (Baum & Payea, 2004; Bowen, 1977; Dee, 2004; Institute for Higher Education Policy, 1998; Leslie & Brinkman, 1988; McMahon, 2009; Paulsen, 2001b). Each of these is a common example of “altruism” as a valued outcome of college. Altruism, or altruistic behaviors, is a particularly important form of college outcome. This is because when students engage in altruistic behaviors they primarily generate public or external benefits for the recipients of such behavior – i.e., benefits for society – and only secondarily generate private internal benefits such as self-fulfillment. The study of how college experiences develop students’ propensity to engage in altruism is an under-investigated area of research.

Astin (1993) noted that one of the most “exciting developments in higher education” (p. xiv) is the increase in institutional involvement in promoting service learning and community service. Participation in service activities and community service has a number of positive college outcomes with educational benefits (see Astin, 1993; Pascarella & Terenzini, 1991; 2005) that extend into the adult years (Bowman et al., 2010; Hill et al., in press; Misa et al., 2005).
Astin’s (1993) recognition of the increase in the promotion of institutional-level community service likely contributed to his examination of altruism and social activism as an influential factor and outcome in college impact research. Researchers from or associated with the Higher Education Research Institute (HERI) are the limited few who have examined the effect of college experiences on altruism and social activism. However, this area of research is limited and has not fully investigated how empirically vetted college experiences – including good practices in undergraduate education – affect the development of a student’s altruism in college.

With state appropriations and public financial support dwindling for higher education, society needs renewed assurance on the value of the public or external benefits of higher education. The present study addresses this research problem and the gaps in the existing literature by examining the effects of selected college experiences on students’ development of altruistic behaviors – a critical college outcome that leads to significant public or external benefits.

**Research on Altruism**

Schubert and Tweed’s (2004) examination of ethnic diversity and charitable donations began with a very straightforward question, “Why charity?” (p. 53). From a limited economic standpoint, it does not make fiscal sense to willfully give away your time and resources. Yet, nearly half of the American population claim to volunteer informally (e.g., letting a neighbor’s dog outside) and/or formally (e.g., organized volunteering in civic organizations and churches) (Putnam, 2000), and thus consciously “abandon material self-interest in pursuit of some form of psychic self-interest that is not readily addressed through empirical theory” (Schubert & Tweed, 2004, p. 54). Within
the context of the model of citizen, homo sociologicus views citizenship as a relationship between citizens and the community (Nie, Junn, & Stehlik-Barry, 1996). Though robust in its meaning, altruism can be defined as an unselfish preference for the good and welfare of others (Kolm, 2006). Altruistic behavior generates greater public or external benefits to the recipient of the behavior. In fact, a necessary condition for altruism is the long term perceived gains by the recipient and beneficiary of the behavior (McKean, 1975). Examining the economics of trust and altruism, Roland McKean (1975) suggests that life would be brutish and nasty if society did not share in mutual trust and compliance. Although unwritten rules exist within society, children rely on their parents and teachers to instruct them how to properly behave and follow the agreed-upon rules within the social structure.

Robert Putnam’s (2000) thought-provoking book *Bowling Alone* is an examination of social change in America, the disconnect Americans have between one another, and the collapse of social structures within the community. The book’s title is a reflection of a story Putnam had heard about two individuals who only know each other through their bowling league, and how this informal socialization led to a white man giving one of his kidneys to the other man, who happened to be black. This unexpected act of kindness is an example of just how powerful our personal capital is and how it can impact our decisions in life in ways that can forever benefit others. Putnam’s careful deconstruction of aggregated data across the latter half of the twentieth century reveals surprising trends on Americans’ political and civic participation, altruistic behaviors, and volunteering and philanthropy.
Even after the civil rights movement in the late 1960’s, the frequency of politically based community involvement – including attending a political rally, signing a petition, running for local government, attending local meetings – significantly decreased leading into the new millennium (Putnam, 2000). This trend is consistent with the decrease of overall involvement in local clubs and organization. Taking into account level of education, the decline of involvement was less severe for college educated individuals (55%) compared to high school graduates (60%) and individuals who do not have a high school degree (73%). Recent studies found similar evidence indicating as level of education increases, general levels of political and social engagement increase (Helliwell & Putnam, 2007; Nie et al., 1996; Zukin, Keeter, Andolina, Jenkins, & Carpini, 2006). Though college educated individuals are participating in higher levels of political and civic activities compared to their peers, the continual decline in their overall political and civic participation, while less severe, raises additional questions about the level of psychosocial development – leadership, social skills and interactions, diversity – college graduates receive during their college experience.

A number of background characteristics are strong predictors of whether or not an individual will engage in civic involvement. Zukin et al. (2006) argue that exposure to social agents early in life allows them to gain the needed skills, attitudes, and social contacts that aid in the likelihood of being civically engaged. These characteristics include race, parental education, and gender, and will be accounted for within this study. Individuals of color are less likely to participate compared to their white peers, but race becomes non-significant when accounting for a number of other predictors of civic engagement (Zukin et al., 2006). Measuring the charitable contributions to the United
Way, Schubert, and Tweed (2004) found charitable contributions increased by black individuals if the proportion of black individuals was the majority. Furthermore, as the proportion of minorities in a community increase, overall contributions by minorities increase. Individuals from middle and high SES and who are highly educated are more likely to volunteer given their personal and financial resources (Putnam 2000), implying the importance of these two independent measures within this study. After controlling for a number of powerful predictors, level of education is considered the most powerful predictor of altruistic behavior (Putnam, 2000). College graduates (71%) are twice more likely to volunteer compared to individuals with a high school degree or lower (36%) (Putnam, 2000). It is important to note, however, that low SES families donate the same proportion of their income to charity as high SES families (Putnam, 2000). Similarly, when examining the inconsistent up and down trends of philanthropic generosity from 1929 to 1998, Putnam (2000) posits that generosity is related to the stock of an individual’s social capital and not to the stock of an individual’s financial capital. Zukin et al. also found social capital to be a positive precursor of civic engagement. The extent to which an individual donates their own time and money is more aligned with their social capital than their financial resources. While level of education is the most powerful predictor of altruism, the most consistent predictor is involvement in the community. Individuals who are more socially involved in the community are more likely be altruistic compared to socially reclusive individuals (Putnam, 2000).
Participation in College Experiences

and the Effects on ASR

As discussed in chapter one, a dearth of literature exists examining the ways and extent to which college experiences affect a student’s altruism. Some prior research has typically estimated the effect of altruistic behavior (e.g., volunteering, protesting, voting practices, etc.) on other outcomes by quantifying the behavior as a dichotomous covariate – participation in the treatment = 1 and non-participation = 0 – and treating it as a predictor variable across any number of outcome measures. A number of studies have examined participation in altruistic experiences (e.g., volunteering, service learning, service involvement, political involvement) while in college across a number of college-level outcomes (e.g., grades, cognitive development, psychosocial change, attitudes, moral development) and the results have universally yielded positive effects (see Astin, 1993; Pascarella & Terenzini, 1991; 2005). Furthermore, the literature has treated ASR as both a dependent and independent measure. Within this literature review, it is important to examine the effects of various covariates on ASR and to examine how ASR behaviors affect different outcomes to get a holistic view of college students’ level of involvement in ASR both during and after college. However, what is of particular interest and importance to this study is prior literature examining the effects of college-level experiences on any number of altruistic behaviors or altruism as valued college outcomes. The measure of altruism as a dependent measure was championed by HERI using data from the CIRP. As such, the limited amount of research examining the effect of college on altruism and self-interest derives from scholars at or affiliated with HERI.
Colby and colleagues (2003) argue that college graduates need not only develop intellectual and cognitive capacities but also recognize their roles in, and contribute to, the community. College and universities, in addition to providing resources for learning and intellectual growth, must provide experiences that facilitate the development of students’ civic and moral commitment, including volunteering, civic engagement, and political discourse. First-year college students reportedly increased their level of participation in volunteering activities during their senior year of high school, and continued volunteering into the first few years of college (Galston, 2005). A number of hypotheses can be made to explain this positive trend, but it is important not to overlook that a significant number of incoming college students are willingly volunteering. Results from a standardized regression using data from the National Youth Survey to predict civic and political engagement among college students found campus experiences and personal attitudes significantly increase engagement (Zukin et al., 2006). Participation in institutionally-arranged volunteer work increased civic and political engagement by 0.24 standard deviations. Participation in courses that required students to watch the news increased engagement by 0.13 standard deviations compared to students whose classes did not have this requirement. In addition to college experiences, three measures of student attitudes and views (e.g., student perceives that they can influence the government, influence their college, and the perception that government has a daily impact on their life) significantly and moderately increased engagement. Pascarella and Terenzini (2005) found modest evidence in the literature published during the 1990’s that service activities incorporated into the coursework positively influence future volunteering.
Astin’s (1993) influential examination of college impact using data from CIRP found evidence to suggest that students develop a substantial increase in altruism during college. Astin’s conclusion is supported by a number of college experiences that positively influence a student’s altruistic behavior. Majoring in a physical science has a positive effect on tutoring peers and participating in programs designed to preserve the environment (Astin, 1993). Participating in courses that emphasize history or historical context has a positive effect on social activism, promoting racial understanding, and participating in programs designed to preserve the environment (Astin, 1993). Similar positive effects were associated with participation in a racial or cultural awareness workshop across measures of social activism, political orientation, being elected to student office, and participating in programs designed to preserve the environment (Astin, 1993). Consistent with these findings, a number of college curriculum measures are included in the model predicting altruism in this study. Other college experiences that led to positive effects on a student’s altruism include participation in racial or cultural workshops, volunteering, attending a religious service, and having vocational or career counseling. Conversely, a few college experiences were found to have a significant negative effect or correlation on a student’s altruism, including majoring in business, majoring in engineering, and number of math courses taken.

Using the 1994 College Senior Survey by HERI, Hill et al. (in press) estimate the effects of pro-social (i.e. altruistic) behaviors on various measures of well-being in early and middle adulthood, from senior year data on 416 students attending a private, Catholic university in the Midwest with a pro-social mission. The results suggest that pro-social scores were the only purpose orientation that positively related to cultural awareness,
satisfaction with the collegiate experience, and participation in service-learning. Follow-up data 13 years after their senior year, pro-social orientation was found to positively predict well-being in adulthood. One possible reason the researchers may have found positive relationships between pro-social orientation and their outcomes is because of the pro-social mission of the Catholic university. Students who self-select into the university might be motivated pro-social individuals who are likely to self-report higher scores on pro-social measures.

One study took a longitudinal approach to examine curricular and co-curricular college experiences to estimate a young adult’s political and civic engagement after college (Misa et al., 2005). CIRP survey data collected three times over a ten-year period found a number of college experiences to be strong predictors of post-college civic and political involvement. Students who majored in political science, history, and ethnic studies were significantly more likely to engage in civic and political activities post-college. Cross-racial interactions and participation in cultural workshops were found to positively impact future political activism. A pair of diversity measures, including diversity experiences and course-related diversity experiences, were included in the analytic model for this study to estimate their potential effects on first-year altruism. Furthermore, students who participated in leadership programs or took leadership roles or who were religiously involved during college strongly predicted working in civic-oriented roles in the community after college. A variable measuring if a student held a leadership position during the first year of college was included in the model.

Using similar longitudinal data on college students at a Catholic university in the Midwest who completed the CIRP Freshman and College Senior Survey, researchers
estimated the effects of college volunteering and community engagement on well-being in adulthood (Bowman et al., 2010). College volunteering, taking at least one service-learning course, and religious engagement were found to significantly predict adulthood volunteering. No background characteristics – including mother’s education, parental income, and race – that were controlled for in the study significantly predicted adulthood volunteering. When used as a covariate to predict adulthood personal growth, environment mastery, purpose in life, and life satisfaction, adult volunteering was positively related to all four forms of well-being in adulthood. When Bowman et al. examined the indirect effects of college volunteering and service-learning coursework on adult well-being, significant positive relationships existed across all four measures of adulthood well-being. Bowman et al., (in press) found similar evidence that participation in curricular and co-curricular racial and cultural diversity experiences in college are positively related to adulthood personal growth, purpose in life, recognition of racism, and volunteering. These studies extend how the development of altruistic behavior in college affects adulthood behavior and further support prior research estimating the effect of altruistic behaviors across college-level and post-college adulthood outcomes (see Astin, 1993; Pascarella & Terenzini, 1991; 2005).

Conceptual Framework

*Human capital.* Within the study of economics, an individual is viewed as both a consumer and producer of services. The term human capital was created to define the quantitative measure of an individual’s productivity (Thurow, 1970). Human capital is defined as an individual’s productive capacities such as knowledge, skills, talents, competences, and attributes (Becker. 1975; Paulsen, 2001a; Riordan, 1997; Schuller,
2001; Schultz, 1971a, 1971b; Taubman & Wales, 1974; Thurow, 1970). Because human capital is quantifiable, it can be measured by the value of services produced by an individual (Thurow, 1970). Individuals invest in their human capital to optimize their productivity, and yield greater earnings over their life-time (Gunaratne, 1985). Within this conceptualization, however, human capital can also be measured by an individual’s altruistic behavior. Individuals who exhibit high levels of altruistic behavior are highly valued within society and business because of their perceived selflessness and regard for others. One way in which an individual can strengthen their knowledge, skill set, and altruism is by enrolling in formal education and training supplements (Gunaratne, 1985; Paulsen, 2001a; Schuller, 2001; Taubman & Wales, 1974; Toutkoushian, 2006). Schultz (1971a) refers to acquired education – both school and higher education – as a form of human capital. In the broadest application, possessing a college degree allows an individual to be more productive. The educational setting provides students the opportunity to engage in a number of experiences and social engagements that contribute to the acquisition of human capital, including civic, political, and charitable experiences. However, attending a postsecondary institution requires a substantial monetary investment so that individuals compare the expected benefits of higher education with the underlying costs and loss of foregone earnings (see McMahon, 2009; Paulsen, 2001a; Paulsen & Toutkoushian, 2007a; 2008).

Altruistic activities, such as helping others, volunteering, and caring for the environment, can yield external benefits. As stated earlier, altruistic behavior can be perceived as an investment in human capital. Economists point out that charitable acts are highly valued in our society (Schokkaert, 2006). It is easy to understand why
charitable and other altruistic behaviors are so highly valued by members of society; because when students develop altruism in college and engage in altruistic behavior in any public sphere, small or large, they generate greater public or external benefits to the recipient or recipients of the behavior – i.e., society.

When students decide to financially invest in college, they primarily consider the internal benefits – better pay, job security – that accrue to them personally (Paulsen & Toutkoushian, 2007a). But individuals who engage in altruistic behaviors are more likely to generate public or external benefits. Empirical evidence indicates that external benefits can also accrue to society as a result of individuals increasing their human capital through public investments in college (see Baum & Payea, 2004; Leslie & Brinkman, 1988; Paulsen & Toutkoushian, 2007a). Few would argue the public or external benefits generated from subsidizing elementary and secondary education (see Baum, 2004). Literacy is necessary for a democratic society and a functioning workforce that supports said society (Baum, 2004). Yet, the perceived public or external benefits associated with higher education – especially those generated from the altruism or altruistic behaviors of college students or graduates that are nonmarket public benefits – tend to be more subtle. As more individuals in society become highly educated, volunteerism increases, participation in public affairs and community involvement increases, openness to free speech for others increases, the voting electorate increases, the blood-donations increase, civic participation increases, and charitable contributions increase (Baum & Payea, 2004; Bowen, 1977; Dee, 2004; Institute for Higher Education Policy, 1998; Leslie & Brinkman, 1988; McMahon, 2009; Paulsen, 2001b; Weisbrod, 1971). Indeed, altruism is
a special form of human capital that generates large ratios of public or external benefits compared to private or internal benefits.

This is clearly portrayed by how the academic community within postsecondary education equips and provides students with opportunities to assume roles in public service. In general, the academic community promotes concerns with social issues and problems, presents students with the opportunity to engage in the study of these issues and problems, and intentionally provides students with forums for discussion and debate (Bowen, 1977). Because these experiences, curriculum, and opportunities are engrained within the college milieu, the extent to which a student actively participates in college increases their investment in human capital as a form of altruistic behaviors.

Furthermore, postsecondary institutions place a high value on fostering future leaders. As such, the academic community creates college experiences to facilitate and motivate students into leadership roles (Bowen, 1977), a highly valued form of human capital within society and the workplace. While this may be partially explained by the fact that individuals with high leadership qualities are attracted to higher education (Bowen, 1977), that does not diminish the role of colleges and universities as cultivators of skills, values, and attitudes, – i.e., human capital – including altruism or altruistic behavior as a form of human capital.

**Social capital.** College educated individuals as members of society directly influence the values, attitudes, and behavior of other members of society simply through social interactions (Bowen, 1977). These interactions provide non-college graduates in society with new and diverse outlooks on life, views on race relations, environmental issues, and public policy (Bowen, 1977). Though these interactions and associations are
most common among family and friends, such influences certainly extend into the community. The presence of significant others – family, peers, colleagues – is also an integral part of social capital theory (Coleman, 1988) and altruistic behavior. Social capital refers to the norms, networks, relationships, and other social connections that serve as a reciprocal resource for individuals to draw upon (Attewell & Lavin, 2007; Coleman, 1988; Field, 2008; Glaeser, 2001; Putnam, 2001; Riordan, 1997). The primary function of social capital is to allow the individual access to human and cultural capital through social networks (see Perna & Titus, 2005). From a civic and political scientist perspective, “social capital is conceptualized as a societal resource that links citizens to each other and enables them to pursue their common objectives more effectively” (Stolle, 2003, p.19). Sociologists prefer to frame social capital within egocentric traits and networks (Dekker, 2004). From the sociologists’ perspective, what differentiates social capital from human and cultural capital is the individual possession of charisma, social contacts, linguistic skills, and social trust (Glaeser, 2001). As such, Osbourne, Sankey, and Wilson (2007) identify three categories of connections and ties related to social capital: 1) bonding connections, comprised of family and close friends; 2) bridging ties, comprised of people with similar background and shared interests (e.g., hobbies, job, neighbors); and 3) linking ties, which are comprised of people from dissimilar backgrounds. These categories illustrate that investment in social capital can be gained in a number of settings. In other words, the more people you know and with whom you share common interests, the greater one’s social capital will be (Field, 2008). However, social capital can come in various forms that are influential in different ways, including moral enlightenment (e.g., volunteering, civic engagement, and other forms of altruism)
or moral repugnance (e.g., terrorists’ organizations, hate organizations, gangs) (see Putnam & Feldstein, 2003). The social network with which individuals surround themselves shapes their perceptions on values and norms.

Putnam (2000) states, “Altruism, volunteering, and philanthropy – our readiness to help others – is by some interpretations a central measure of social capital” (p.116). However, social networks – an integral component in social capital – provide individuals with the opportunity to help one another and call attention for the need to help. Therefore, Putnam’s statement suggests that social capital can be a determinant of an individual’s altruism. Stated differently, there is a level of complexity in the relationship because social capital can be a determinant of altruism and altruism can be a form of social capital. Furthermore, altruistic behaviors position an individual to better generate more social capital for oneself and their family. These behaviors, and their relationship with expanding one’s social network, can indirectly lead to higher levels of human and cultural capital as well.

Altruistic behavior is strongly correlated with the size of an individual’s friends and social network (Putnam, 2000). In other words, the greater an individual’s social capital and social ties, the more likely they are to participate in altruistic behavior – i.e., as stated above, social capital is a determinant of altruism. Similarly, children who are raised within a strong social capital nexus are significantly more engaged in political and social involvement as an adult (Smith, 1999; Zukin et al., 2006). A cross-sectional examination of four cohorts over the past century revealed that youth today who do not engage in political conversations with their parents, have a strong attraction with a political party, and or attend church on a regular basis are less likely to be political and
civically engaged (Zukin et al., 2006). Individuals who belong to formal and informal networks are more likely to donate their time and money helping others compared to socially isolated individuals (Putnam, 2000). Putnam (2000) recognizes altruism as “an important diagnostic sign of social capital” (p. 117) and as such, the examination of trends in social capital merits an examination in the trends of altruism.

College campuses are a haven for social networks and social interactions. Extensive empirical evidence examining both formal interactions on campus – e.g., co-curricular involvement, in-class faculty-student interactions, receiving feedback from faculty – and informal interactions – e.g., out-of-class peer interactions, extracurricular activities, out-of-class faculty interactions – have yielded overwhelming positive effects on a range of valued outcomes (see Astin, 1993; Chickering & Gamson, 1987; 1991; Pascarella & Terenzini, 1991; 2005). As college students continually invest in their social capital through formal and informal interaction in college, they directly increase their social network and social resources. Students who participate in curricular, co-curricular, or extra-curricular experiences related to civic, political, and charitable involvement are instantaneously surrounded by individuals who value altruistic behaviors. These experiences are prominent in college impact research (see Astin, 1993, Pascarella, 2005) and support Putnam’s (2000) assertion that altruism is both a cause and outcome of social capital.

Relationships and friendships forged between family members and personal friends are often labeled strong social ties (Fernandez Kelly, 2002). These social ties provide the individual with a sense of belonging, trust, and identity. A student, for example, whose parents are highly educated has an additive advantage of engaging in a
social structure that is likely to be composed of other highly educated individuals compared to a peer whose parents are not highly educated. The student inherently becomes a member of an educated social structure that supports their values and beliefs. Coupled with evidence suggesting highly educated individuals are more likely to be politically and socially engaged (e.g., Helliwell & Putnam, 2007; Nie et al., 1996; Zukin et al., 2006), individuals from highly educated families are more likely to be integrated in a social structure that highly values altruistic behavior. Furthermore, the degree of parental involvement in the child’s academic activities is likely to increase with level of parental education (Wong, 2002). Research suggests that highly educated parents are more likely to mobilize additional resources to increase their child’s social network and educational opportunities (Wong, 2002). These resources could include access and knowledge on expanding a child’s social network through volunteerism and civic activities. These results further suggest that less educated parents are less able to provide their children with additional benefits and resources because of their limited capital. In other words, individuals from less educated families are less likely to have a social network that values or has the resources to support altruism. Conversely, weak social ties are comprised of interactions with individuals outside one’s personal relationships, but the interactions are with more knowledgeable and powerful individuals (Fernandez Kelly, 2002). A student’s interaction with a faculty member is an example of a weak social tie, in which the relationship between student and faculty is informal but the student interacts with a knowledgeable agent in an institutional setting. Students who share weak social ties with highly altruistic individuals may be more influenced to participate in altruistic behaviors and develop altruism as an outcome of college.
These concepts of social capital indirectly imply that the level of social networks varies across different racial and socioeconomic groups. Attewell and Lavin (2007) hypothesize that lower SES minority families have fewer social networks compared to middle and upper SES whites, and the reduced social capital of low SES individuals produces less opportunities for employment and education. Using data from the second and third follow-ups to the National Education Longitudinal Study (NELS) to examine parental involvement as a form of social capital on college enrollment, Perna and Titus (2005) conclude:

On average, African Americans and Hispanics are disadvantaged in the college enrollment process not only because of their own low levels of the types of economic, human, and cultural capital that are valued in the college enrollment process but also because of the low levels of resources that are available to promote college enrollment through the social networks at the schools they attend….research demonstrates that parental involvement as a form of social capital is positively related to college enrollment regardless of the level of individual and school resources. (p. 511)

Additional empirical analyses using data from the 1988 NELS confirm Perna and Titus, suggesting that educational aspirations of African American, Hispanic, and Asian American children significantly increase from having involved, optimistic parents (Kao, 2002). These results suggest that high levels of parental involvement can supplement lower levels of social capital for students of color and low SES. Extending these results further, parental involvement in altruistic behaviors may supplement low levels of altruism for students of color and low SES as well. If a child perceives their parents placing a high value on altruism, that level of involvement may translate to the child’s increased involvement in altruistic behavior.

Cultural capital. Whereas human capital refers to the productive capacities an individual desires to optimize, and social capital refers to the social network and social
connections individuals can draw upon, the sociological concept of cultural capital tends
to be defined within the familial and social framework (see Perna & Titus, 2005).
Cultural capital is broadly defined as the cultural resources and knowledge transmitted by
individuals of high and middle SES to their children as a means to supplement wealth and
maintain class status (Bourdieu, 1977; McDonough, 1997; Paulsen, 2001a; Riordan,
1997). In other words, cultural capital typically defines the family’s lifestyle and tastes
(Attewell & Lavin, 2007).

The link between cultural capital and altruistic behaviors is not as clearly defined
as the link to human and social capital. As previous noted, middle and high SES and
highly educated families are more likely to participate in civic activities (Putnam, 2000).
Parents with more disposable income are better able to provide their children with
cultural experiences – visits to museums, attending a symphony performance, visits to a
historical site, learning a second language, and frequent visits to the library, just to name
a few – compared to low SES and lower educated families. These cultural experiences
can serve as an encouragement and introduction into altruistic behaviors and societal
benefits. One empirical study found a statistically significant connection between
cultural capital and altruism – in the form of volunteering. Using data from the 1998
General Social Survey, Jeannotte (2003) found individuals who participate in any number
of cultural activities were 14 percent more likely to volunteer compared to those who did
not participate in cultural activities. In particular, attending a concert performance or
museum significantly increased the likelihood of volunteering. These types of cultural
activities that significantly contribute to altruistic behavior define the culture of the
college campus. Student performances in the music and arts are frequent and often free for students to attend.

Cultural capital is not taught within the classroom; students possess it as they enter academia (Attewell & Lavin, 2007; Dumais, 2002). However, the academic success of high and middle SES students may be mistaken due to superior ability rather than being attributed to cultural capital. Attewell and Lavin suggest this phenomenon “disguises, legitimates, and reproduces class inequality in education by handicapping and excluding children of the working and lower classes” (p. 81). If students from lower SES are introduced to environments abundant with diverse cultural activities such as college campuses, they will be exposed to various cultural experiences that may expand their interests and values in altruism. To this end, higher education provides students with the opportunity to surround themselves with individuals who share similar cultural beliefs. These opportunities may directly or indirectly promote altruistic behaviors through exposure to new and enlightening culture workshops, performances, concerts, other diverse experiences.

Cultural capital is rooted within educational attainment, often referring to the credentials and educational assets parents bestow to their children (Schuller, 2001). As such, cultural capital can be viewed as a mechanism through which high and middle SES families provide quality educational opportunities that enable their children to reproduce their class status. Furthermore, college-educated individuals are more likely to change the cultural landscape and patterns within society (Bowen, 1977), which could enable high and middle SES families to continue reinforcing their class status. Parents transmit cultural capital to their children by chronicling and reinforcing the value and wealth
higher education can provide (McDonough, 1997). Conversely, cultural capital can also be used to explore how lower SES families use education to climb the class hierarchy (Schuller, 2001).

**Summary of human, social and cultural capital.** Individuals seek to optimize their productivity and to increase their human capital through their knowledge, skills, talents, competences, and attributes. While investment in human capital is typically linked to personal income, participation in altruistic behavior can also be viewed as an important investment in human capital. Individuals who participate in altruistic activities are highly valued within society and business because of their selflessness and respect for others. Because of the importance society places on the societal benefits provided by college graduates, higher education fosters growth in students’ altruistic behavior through various curriculums and college experiences.

The social networks, relationships, and interactions individuals maintain refer to their social capital. The social network individuals surround themselves with influences their perceptions of important values and norms, including altruism. Putnam’s extensive research on social capital contributed to his conclusion that altruism can be a cause and an outcome of investment in social capital. Colleges provide students with the opportunity to continually invest in their social capital through formal and informal interactions. Furthermore, curricular and extra-curricular experiences related to civic, political, and charitable involvement and surround the student in a social environment that promotes altruistic behavior.

Cultural capital refers to the cultural resources and knowledge that high and middle SES and highly educated families use to supplement wealth as a mechanism to
maintain their class status. Though the link between cultural capital and altruistic behaviors is not as strong as the link between human and social capital, empirically evidence suggests that cultural experiences can serve to encourage altruistic behaviors. What makes cultural capital such an influential factor within the conceptual framework of this study is the direct link between cultural experiences and college campuses. Higher education heavily promotes and fosters student development in music and the arts. If students participate in these campus cultural experiences, they are theoretically more likely to engage in altruistic behaviors.

**Theoretical Framework**

The college environment is comprised of a multitude of structural and programmatic characteristics that influence the growth, development, and experiences of undergraduate students. To fully examine the degree to which these structural and programmatic elements significantly impact the effects of selected in-college experiences on students’ growth or development of ASR, it is necessary to account for potentially-biasing background characteristics, precollege experiences, and college-level experiences and engagement using college impact methodology. College impact models measuring student change concentrate not on any one student developmental theory or dimension but rather on the origins and processes through which a student changes during college (Pascarella & Terenzini, 2005). College impact models are less specific than theories of college student development and less grounded in prior developmental theory (Pascarella & Terenzini, 2005). Research on college impact tends to incorporate conceptual frameworks pertaining to student background characteristics (including parental education and SES), institutional characteristics, measures of student involvement, and
indicators of college effects (Weidman, 1989). Longitudinal data that has valid measures across all four conceptual frameworks allow researchers to measures the cumulative effect of college over time and provide empirical evidence of supporting or diminishing indicators of student success.

Astin’s widely utilized and straightforward college impact model is considered the most influential (see Pascarella & Terenzini, 2005). Though conceptually refined over the years, Astin’s (1993) input-environment-outcome (IEO) model has remained relatively unchanged. Within the model, inputs refer to the individual and background characteristics of the student upon entry into college. These characteristics could include parental education, SES, high school experiences, and precollege aptitude. Environment refers to the college experiences – including programs, academic activities, extracurricular activities, social networks, and faculty interactions – that a student is exposed to during college. Lastly, outcome refers to the various measures of the student’s characteristics after exposure to the college environment. Student measures at time 1 (input) through to measures after exposure to college at time 2 (outcome) provide a longitudinal examination of student change over time. As such, the model assesses the effect of the college environment on student change.

Incorporating both institutional and environmental characteristics to allow for multi-institutional examinations of college impact, Pascarella (Pascarella, 1985; Pascarella & Terenzini, 2005) created the General Model for Assessing Change (GMAC). Pascarella’s five set causal model is an extension of Astin’s (1993) IEO college impact model. Similar to Astin’s input measure, the first set within the GMAC framework is student background and precollege traits. The second set more explicitly
and directly measures the structural and organization characteristics of the college—including institutional type, enrollment, residential characteristics, and selectivity. These two sets shape the third set within the GMAC, the institutional environment. The fourth set is a more specified measure of the college environment and measures the interactions between students and either faculty, peers, and/or staff. Referred to as agents of socialization, Pascarella recognized the influential impact of social agents within the college environment. The fifth and last set is influenced by the previous sets within the GMAC and examines the quality of student effort. As such, Pascarella’s model measures student change as a function of precollege measures, socializing agents, and the quality of effort a student invests in their learning. Though the GMAC was designed to examine learning and cognitive development, the model can be utilized to study other college outcomes, including affective measures such as altruism.

An integral and well-defined variable set within Pascarella’s (1985) model is agents of socialization. Pascarella was not the first to recognize the influential benefits social networks had on college outcomes. Weidman’s (1989) college impact model of undergraduate socialization incorporates various levels of social agents that influence student change. Similar to prior college impact models (see Astin, 1993; Pascarella, 1985), Weidman incorporates precollege student background characteristics and college experiences as influential mechanisms on socialization outcomes. Of particular interest are two types or sets of socialization influences incorporated within the model: 1) parental socialization and 2) non-college reference groups. Parental socialization refers to the student’s SES, lifestyle, and relationship with their parents. Non-college reference groups are comprised of relationships students have with their peers, employers, and
community agents. These two types of socialization are viewed as external to the college experience and continually influenced by a student’s background and precollege characteristics. Padgett and colleagues (2010) note that Weidman placed such a heavy emphasis on the importance of SES that he included it in two separate locations within the model – background characteristics and ongoing parental socialization.

The emphasis on socialization within Weidman’s (1989) model heavily attributes the impact of college to faculty, peer, and parental interactions. Framed within the normative context of the college experience, Weidman theorized the significant influences arising from both formal social interactions – e.g., residency halls, student organizations – and informal social interactions – e.g., peer groups. Within this context, the socialization process is an integral part of a student’s academic and social integration. As such, these social relationships that develop in college significantly influence a student’s behavior, values, and norms. Weidman’s (1989) model was developed to measure affective outcomes associated with college impact research. These outcomes included career choice, lifestyle preferences, aspirations, and values. Within the socialization and college impact framework, altruism can be viewed as a valued outcome.

More than two decades ago, Chickering and Gamson (1987) evaluated prior research on college impact and identified seven broad categories of good practices within higher education, now widely recognized as The Seven Principles for Good Practice in Undergraduate Education (also see Chickering & Gamson, 1991). These practices include encouraging cooperation among students, encouraging active learning, communicating high expectations, encouraging contact between students and faculty, giving prompt feedback, respecting diverse talents and ways of learning, and
emphasizing time on task. The incorporation of the good practices within higher education research has been extensive (see Cruce et al., 2006). Three of the nation’s largest longitudinal surveys of college students – WNS, NSSE, and the Faculty Survey of Student Engagement (FSSE) – measure student’s engagement and experiences with the good practices and faculty expectations for students to participate in good practices (Cruce et al., 2006; Kuh, 2001; Padgett et al., in press).

A myriad of empirical evidence supports the predictive validity of these good practices and are positively linked to cognitive, psychosocial, and personal development in college (e.g., Astin, 1993; Cruce et al., 2006; Padgett et al., in press; Pascarella & Terenzini, 1991, 2005; Sorcinelli, 1991). Yet, only a few studies have examined if the magnitude of the effects of good practices varies across unique subsamples of students or if student measures on good practices have changed over time (Cruce et al., 2006; Goodman et al., 2006; Padgett et al., 2010; Padgett et al., in press; Seifert et al., 2006). Embedded within nearly all of the good practices is the application of socialization and agents of socialization. In particular, college impact research has been inundated with studies examining faculty and peer interactions. Frequent faculty and peer interactions are considered two of the primary influences on student development (e.g., Astin, 1993; Cruce et al., 2006; Kuh & Hu, 2001; Newman & Newman, 1976; Padgett et al, 2010; Pascarella & Terenzini, 1991, 2005; Tierney, Corwin, & Coylar, 2005; Whitt, Edison, Pascarella, Nora, & Terenzini, 1999). One study in particular found student-faculty interactions to significantly contribute to student learning and personal development for all racial and ethnic groups (Lundberg & Schreiner, 2004). Upon reviewing and disseminating years of research, Astin (1993) labeled peers the “single most important
environmental influence on student development” (p. xxii). College seniors report that interactions with their peers had the greatest impact on their personal learning and development (Kuh, 1995).

First-Generation Status: Examining Methodologically-Appropriate Sub-Samples

Recent projections conducted by the U.S. Census Bureau (2004) estimate that 36.2% of the total population in 2010 are minorities (i.e., non-white). By 2050, projection estimates indicate minorities will represent 52.3% of the population. Similar to the projected population trends, the race/ethnicity composition of college enrollments is shifting (Jamieson et al., 2001). In 1979, whites represented 84% of students who enrolled into college. By 1999 the total number of white students enrolling into college dropped to 71% (Jamieson et al., 2001), and current projected enrollment in all degree-granting postsecondary institutions in the fall of 2010 of white students will fall to nearly 66% (National Center for Education Statistics, 2009). Subsequently, percent change calculations of projected enrollment numbers from fall 2010 to fall 2018 estimate an increase of 19.5% in the enrollment of black students, 26.7% of Hispanic students, 21.4% of Asian students, and 14.1% of “other” minority students (National Center for Education Statistics, 2009).

In 1971, first-generation students represented 38.5% of all first-time, full-time students at four-year colleges and universities (Saenz et al., 2007). By 1991, the percent of first-generation students in four-year colleges and universities dropped to 31% (Warburton, Bugarin, & Nunez, 2001) and declined to 15.9% by 2005 (Saenz et al., 2007). However, coupled with the surge of minority students into postsecondary
education, the proportion of first-generation students is expected to increase (Strayhorn, 2006). First-generation college students are more likely to be of minority status, come from lower socioeconomic households, speak English as their secondary language, be non-United States citizens, and female (Bui, 2002; Lee et al., 2004; Warburton et al., 2001; Saenz et al., 2007). Though first-generation students are projected to be a dominant proportion of college enrollees, the range and scope of analyses examining first-generation students are limited to three areas of research: 1) college choice decisions and aspirations (e.g., Bui, 2005; Ceja, 2006; Gibbons & Shoffner, 2004), 2) academic achievement (e.g., Chen & Carroll, 2005; Dennis et al., 2005; Ting, 2003), and 3) persistence (e.g., Duggan, 2001; Harrell & Forney, 2003; Ishitani, 2006; Lohfink & Paulsen, 2005; Rendon, 1995; Somers et al., 2004; Thomas & Quinn, 2007; Warburton et al., 2001). Only recently have researchers begun to investigate the extent to which college experiences significantly affect first-generation students across cognitive and psychosocial development (Padgett et al., 2010; Padgett et al., in press; Pascarella, et al., 2004).

First-generation students enter college with substantially different levels of human, cultural, and social capital compared to their non-first-generation peers. These deficiencies in capital place first-generation students at a considerable disadvantage when arriving on college campuses. Complicating matters even further for first-generation students are the resources and policies currently in place within higher education. The college experiences and the college milieu were designed and developed with traditional students in mind. Furthermore, the research supporting these experiences was often conducted on datasets primarily comprised of traditional, white students. The extent to
which these experiences may be benefiting or hampering first-generation student
development is both under-researched and unknown. Empirically, first-generation
students are uniquely sensitive to the collegiate experience and various college outcomes
(see Padgett et al., in press; Pascarella, et al., 2004), and as such, some college
experiences are more likely to have greater developmental impact on ASR for first-
generation students relative to non-first-generation students.

The present study seeks to addresses the research problem and the gaps in the
existing literature discussed previously. In addition, this study addresses the
methodological limitations of college impact articulated in this section. These goals are
achieved by examining the effects of selected college experiences on students’
development of ASR and examines whether the effects of college experiences on ASR
vary between first-generation and non-first-generation students.

First-Generation Participation in ASR Behaviors

A very limited number of studies measured first-generation students’ participation
in ASR. First-generation students at private four-year institutions were more likely to
volunteer, attend a religious service, and discuss religion openly compared to first-
generation students at public four-year institutions (Saenz et al., 2007). An examination
of first-year, first-semester involvement on 215 first-generation students from a
southeastern public research university revealed that first-generation students of color had
more successful leadership experience compared to their white peers (Ting, 2003). Yet,
white first-generation students were more likely to participate in community service
compared to first-generation students of color.
Using data from the CIRP Freshman Survey, Saenz and colleagues (2007) measured first-generation students’ change in student values from 1971-2005. In 1971, 69.3 percent of first-generation students reported that a meaningful philosophy of life is an essential or very important value to develop in college; 39.6 percent reported that being very well off financially was an essential or very important goal in college. By 2005, almost the direct opposite was reported, as 80.9 percent of first-generation students reported that being well off financially was a goal and only 42.0 percent reported that a meaningful philosophy of life was important. Similar longitudinal trends were reported by non-first-generation students, but the shift over time was not as prominent.

**Conclusion**

The purpose of this study is to examine the effects of theoretically and empirically selected college experiences on students’ development of ASR – a critical college outcome that leads to significant public or external benefits – and examine whether the effects of college experiences on ASR vary between first-generation and non-first-generation students. Though higher education serves and benefits both the individual and society, the role that higher education serves in the distribution of non-monetary public or external benefits – including volunteerism, participation in public affairs and community involvement, and increased charitable giving (Baum & Payea, 2004; Bowen, 1977; Dee, 2004; Institute for Higher Education Policy, 1998; Leslie & Brinkman, 1988; McMahon, 2009; Paulsen, 2001b) – must be empirically examined and more thoroughly understood by society, who are the direct recipients of these public benefits (Institute for Higher Education Policy, 1998; McMahon, 2009; Paulsen, 2001b; Shapiro, 2005). Each of these external behaviors is a form of ASR – a valued and respected behavior within society –
yet a dearth in the literature exists examining how college experiences develop students’ engagement in ASR.

Research examining ASR has revealed a number of key determinants associated with increased participation in ASR. As an individual’s level of education increases, their volunteerism and political and social engagement increase (Helliwell & Putnam, 2007; Nie et al., 1996; Putnam, 2000; Zukin et al., 2006). This trend is so pervasive that Putnam (2000) considers level of education the most powerful predictor of altruistic behavior. Exposure to various social networks and agents and other forms of social capital early in life allows individuals from different background – including race, parental education, gender, and age – to gain the needed skills, attitudes, and social contacts that promote civic engagement (Zukin et al., 2006).

While a great amount of educational research has examined the potential effect of participation in ASR in college (e.g., volunteering, service learning, service involvement, political involvement) on various college-level outcomes (e.g., grades, cognitive development, attitudes) that yield universal positive effects (see Astin, 1993; Pascarella & Terenzini, 1991; 2005), a very limited amount of studies have examined the impact of college on an individual’s ASR. Astin’s (1993) exploration of effects of the college experience on student’s altruism found both positive and negative effects across a number of curricular and co-curricular experiences, including student’s reported major, participation in diverse workshops, volunteering, attending a religious service, and number of courses taken. Altruistic behaviors in college were also found to predict adult well-being (Bowman et al., 2010; Hill et al., in press), post-college civic and political
involvement (Misa et al., 2005), and adulthood personal growth, purpose in life, recognition of racism, and volunteering (Bowman et al., in press).

To guide the study’s investigation of the effects of college experiences on students’ development of ASR, human, social, and cultural capital theory are used as a conceptual framework. Within its conceptualization, ASR can be viewed as a measure or a form of an individual’s human capital. In other words, individuals who exhibit high levels of ASR enhance their productive capacities within society because a high value is placed within society and business on the perceived selflessness and regard for others associated with ASR. A significant way in which an individual can boost their ASR is by enrolling into a postsecondary institution – considered a form of human capital investment (see relevant comparisons in Gunaratne, 1985; McMahon, 2009; Paulsen & Toutkoushian, 2008; Schuller, 2001; Taubman & Wales, 1974; Toutkoushian, 2006). College provides undergraduates with the opportunity to engage in a number of civic, political, and charitable experiences and social engagements that contribute to the acquisition of higher levels of human capital. This is primarily due to the study of social issues and problems – and the opportunity to engage in these issues and problems – that higher education provides to undergraduates (Bowen, 1977). The academic community within higher education fosters college experiences that are likely to motivate students toward leadership roles and ASR (see Bowen, 1977).

College educated individuals within society can have a direct influence on the values, attitudes, and behavior of other individuals within society simply through daily social interactions (Bowen, 1977). The formal and informal presence of others – including family, peers, and colleagues – are an integral part of social capital theory.
(Coleman, 1988) and altruistic behavior. Individuals surround themselves with various agents of a social network that can influence their perceptions on values and norms, including ASR. Stated differently, ASR is found to be strongly correlated with the size of an individual’s social network (Putnam, 2000). Empirical evidence examining forms of social capital in college – including co-curricular involvement, in-class faculty-student interactions, out-of-class peer interactions, extracurricular activities – have yielded overwhelming positive effects across a number of college outcomes (see Astin, 1993; Pascarella & Terenzini, 1991; 2005). As college students expand their social capital through these formal and informal interactions, they simultaneously increase their social network, thus supporting Putnam’s (2000) revelation that ASR can be both a cause and an outcome of social capital.

Though the link between cultural capital and ASR is less clearly defined compared to human and social capital, understanding how cultural experiences can encourage ASR is important. It is worth noting that cultural capital is not taught within the classroom and that students possess various levels of cultural capital when they enter postsecondary education (Attewell & Lavin, 2007; Dumais, 2002). Undergraduates who possess high levels of cultural capital have a distinct advantage of drawing upon additional educational and social resources compared to undergraduates who enter college with lower levels of cultural capital. Undergraduates who participate in cultural activities – attending a musical concert, attending an art exhibit – were significantly more likely to volunteer (Jeannotte, 2003). Cultural activities such as these define the cultural milieu of most college campuses, and yet they significantly contribute to ASR.
College impact models including Astin’s (1993) IEO model and Pascarella’s (Pascarella, 1985; Pascarella & Terenzini, 2005) GMAC model serve as a theoretical guide for this study. A well-defined variable set within Pascarella’s (1985) GMAC model – and suggested in Astin’s Environment variable set – is agents of socialization. Weidman’s (1989) model of undergraduate socialization is significantly grounded within the formal and informal socialization and interactions that influence student change. Specifically, the emphasis on socialization within Weidman’s model is heavily impacted by faculty, peer, and parental interactions. These agents of socialization are an integral part of a student’s academic and social integration and theoretically influence their behavior and values. Following the introduction of these theoretical models, college impact research has been flooded with studies examining the influence of faculty and peer interactions on any number of student development outcomes (e.g., Astin, 1993; Cruce, Wolniak, Seifert, & Pascarella, 2006; Kuh & Hu, 2001; Newman & Newman, 1976; Padgett et al, 2010; Pascarella & Terenzini, 1991, 2005; Tierney, Corwin, & Coylar, 2005; Whitt et al., 1999). Similarly, Chickering and Gamson’s (1987, 1991) Seven Principles for Good Practice in Undergraduate Education have been positive linked to student development outcomes (e.g., Astin, 1993; Cruce et al., 2006; Pascarella & Terenzini, 1991, 2005; Sorcinelli, 1991; Padgett et al., in press), though the extent to which these good practices vary across unique student subsamples have been less explored (Cruce et al., 2006; Goodman et al., 2006; Padgett et al., 2010; Padgett et al., in press; Seifert et al., 2006).

With a projected surge of minority students entering postsecondary education in the coming decades, the proportion of first-generation students is similarly expected to
increase (Strayhorn, 2006). Though first-generation students are anticipated to enter higher education at a disadvantage with regards to levels of human, cultural, and social capital as compared to their non-first-generation peers, researchers have only begun to investigate the extent to which college experiences significantly affect first-generation students on affective outcomes within the past few years (Padgett et al., 2010; Padgett et al., in press; Pascarella, Pierson, et al., 2004). Furthermore, after an extensive literature review, only two studies (Saenz et al., 2007; Ting, 2003) were uncovered that examined first-generation students’ participation in ASR. This study addresses this and other gaps in the literature – identified and discussed above and throughout chapters one and two – using data from a large, longitudinal college-level investigation to estimate the effects of first-year college experiences on student development of ASR and examine whether the effects of college experiences on ASR varies between first-generation and non-first-generation students. The next chapter presents the detailed methodological plans and analytical techniques to be used to estimate the effects of first-year college experiences on student development of ASR.
CHAPTER III
METHODS

Introduction

The purpose of this study is to examine the effects of first-year college experiences on students’ development of ASR and estimate whether the effects of first-year college experiences on ASR vary between first-generation and non-first-generation students. To this end, three research questions serve as a guide for this study:

1) What are the effects of background and precollege characteristics on first-year college students’ development of ASR? In other words, to what extent do the characteristics students enter college with affect their personal development in ASR after the first year of college?

2) Controlling for background and precollege characteristics, what are the effects of college experiences and vetted good practices on first-year college students’ development of ASR? This question examines if students’ participation in college experiences significantly affects their ASR at the end of the first year of college.

3) Do the effects of college experiences and vetted good practices on first-year college students’ development of ASR differ for first-generation and non-first-generation students?

These questions are examined using data from the WNS. The forthcoming sections of this chapter introduce the research methods and survey design of the WNS, including institutional sample, student sample, and data collection. The next sections then detail the factor scale of the dependent measure – end of the first-year ASR – and
the battery of independent measures to be used in this study. This following section continues with a detailed description of the analyses for this study, including an examination of the statistical procedures that are utilized to address threats to standard linear models, analysis of missing data, and analytical limitations of this study. Finally, a conclusion summarizes the methodology of this study and outlines directions for the remainder of the study.

**Institutional Sample**

The sample in this study is comprised of first-year students at 45 four-year colleges and universities located within the continental United States. A significant proportion of institutions were selected from responding to a national invitation to participate in the WNS, while a smaller proportion sought participation after hearing about the study. Funded by the Center of Inquiry in the Liberal Arts at Wabash College, the WNS is a large, longitudinal investigation of the effects of liberal arts colleges and liberal arts experiences on cognitive, psychosocial, and personal outcomes theoretically associated with a liberal arts education. The institutions within the sample vary across institutional type, selectivity, size, and location. Liberal arts colleges were purposefully over-represented within the sample given the primary purpose of WNS. According to the Carnegie Classification of Institutions, seven of the participating institutions were classified as research universities, nine were classified as regional universities that did not grant a doctorate, and 29 were classified as liberal arts colleges.

**Student Sample**

The individuals in the sample were first-year, full-time undergraduates from three separate cohorts of students from 2006, 2007, and 2008. Students from the research
universities were randomly selected from the incoming first-year class to participate in the study, whereas every incoming first-year student from regional and liberal arts colleges and universities was invited. The students were informed that they were participating in a national longitudinal study examining how a college affects students and ways of improving the collegiate experience. Furthermore, students were ensured in writing that any background information or answers they provided would remain confidential and never be recorded into their personal institutional records. Participants from the 2006 cohort were offered a $50 stipend to complete the study in each of two waves of data collection. In other words, students who completed the initial data collection in the fall and who subsequently completed the final data collection in spring would receive $100 for their participation. However, the 2007 and 2008 cohorts were never offered nor received a stipend. The designation of a stipend – or lack thereof for the 2007 and 2008 cohorts – was the only difference in how the administration of the study was conducted across cohorts.

Data Collection

The data collection for the WNS was conducted in two separate waves. The initial data collection – lasting an estimated 90-100 minutes – took place during the first few weeks of the fall semester. The initial data collection included the WNS precollege survey instrument, which asked first-year students to provide information on demographics, family background characteristics, high school and precollege experiences, and college aspirations. In addition, students also completed a number of cognitive and psychosocial instruments.
To measure a comprehensive examination of the first-year experience, the follow-up data collection – lasting an estimated two hours – was conducted late in the spring semester of the first year. Student experience and engagement data was collected using two complementary survey instruments, the NSSE student survey and the WNS Student Experiences Survey. These instruments provide measures across a number of college experiences, levels of student engagement, and exposure to vetted good practices. These good practices included: exposure to effective teaching, quality of nonclassroom interactions with faculty, frequency of interaction with faculty, teaching clarity and organization, academic challenge, degree of positive peer interactions, cooperative learning, integration of ideas and experiences, diversity experiences, and other similar measures (see Pascarella, Cruce, Umbach et al., 2006; Pascarella, Wolniak, Cruce, & Blaich, 2004). Students also completed the same cognitive and psychosocial instruments, which provide posttest data comparable to the pretest data from the initial data collection in the fall. It should be noted the initial and follow-up data collections were administered and conducted by ACT.

Response rates for the follow-up data collection saw an anticipated decline across each cohort. To modify the sample to more accurately resemble the total first-year student population, a weighting algorithm was created based on each institution’s first-year undergraduate population by sex (male or female), race (Caucasian, African American/black, Hispanic/Latino, Asian/Pacific Islander, or other), and ACT score (or COMPASS/SAT equivalent). The weighting algorithm does not adjust for non-response bias.
Dependent Measure

Altruistic and Socially Responsible behavior – referred to as ASR in this study – is a measure of student development in orientations toward life. To measure this dimension, WNS sought permission from HERI at the University of California at Los Angeles to use a number of items from the CIRP Survey. A factor analysis was then conducted to construct this outcome measure.

ASR is an eleven-item scale in which first-year students indicated how personally important (answer sets ranged from not important to essential) it is to be involved both politically and socially in society. Based on Astin’s (1993) peer factor measuring altruism and social activism, the scale implies a personal commitment or involvement on a number of the items. A principal-component factor analysis was performed using the items from the CIRP Survey, that were validated in prior models (see Astin, 1993), and yielded sound goodness-of-fit indexes. Only items with factor loadings of 0.33 or greater were eligible for inclusion in the factor solution. The scale reliability coefficient (i.e., Cronbach’s alpha) was then assessed to identify the strength of the factor solution. Based on the 2006 WNS student sample, the internal consistency reliability for the scale is 0.83. Appendix A outlines the eleven items that constitute the scale and the internal consistency reliability for the scale.

Using data from the 2006 WNS student sample, the ASR pretest score was significantly correlated 0.45 with participation in volunteering during the first year of college, 0.40 with a student’s openness to diversity at the end of the first year, 0.37 with the end-of-the-first-year measure on the Miville-Guzman Universality-Diversity Scale, 0.32 with the mean overall leadership scale on the Socially Responsible Leadership Scale
at the end-of-the-first year, and 0.30 with end-of-the-first-year positive literacy development. These correlations strengthen the predictive validity of the dependent measure (i.e., ASR at the end-of-the-first year) in this study.

**Independent Measures**

Selection of independent measures for this analysis was guided by prior literature on human, cultural, and social capital and college impact research. A battery of control measures were introduced into the model to account for differences in ASR by student background characteristics and precollege experiences.

A dichotomous measure representing whether or not a student received a federal grant was included as a proxy for SES. Students’ eligibility for a federal grant is primarily determined by federally-specified income thresholds. Because of its dependable representation of financial resources available to the student, this measure has been utilized within other college impact analytical models (see Salisbury, Paulsen, & Pascarella, 2010). Additionally, a continuous variable measuring the number of siblings a respondent has was included because additional college bound siblings can be considered a financial restraint for most families (Attewell & Lavin, 2007).

To examine the unique effects of racial differences on ASR (see Attewell & Lavin, 2007; Baum, 2004; Franklin, 2004; Zukin et al., 2006), four dichotomous race measures were included in the model. The four self-reported race/ethnicity measures include black, Hispanic, Asian/Pacific Islander, and other, with white students serving as the omitted category. If a student self-reported multiple race/ethnicity categories within the response, the cases were dropped to preserve a one-race omitted category. Furthermore, a dichotomous variable measuring racial composition of respondent’s high
school (all white versus other) was included. This measure controls for the institutional environment the respondent attended and estimates its effect on the development of ASR.

A precollege measure estimating a student’s openness to diversity was included to assess students’ openness to participation in diversity workshops and experiences during college (see Bowman et al., in press; Padgett et al., in press; Schubert & Tweed, 2004; Terenzini et al., 1996). The openness to diversity measures is a seven-item scale that includes items related to diversity such as the extent to which the respondent enjoys having discussions with people whose ideas and values are different from their own, the extent to which the respondent believes that the real value of a college education lies in being introduced to different values, the extent to which the respondent enjoys talking with people who have values different from themselves because it helps better understand self and values, the extent to which the courses the respondent enjoys most are those that make the respondent think about things from a different perspective, and the like. The internal consistency reliability for the scale based on the 2006 WNS student sample is 0.83.

A dichotomous variable measuring English as a secondary language (non-English language is primary language versus English as primary language) was included as background factors related to social capital (Attewell & Lavin, 2007). Students whose primary language is not English may have greater difficulty navigating the collegiate environment and integrating themselves into the campus environment. Similar to race, Zukin et al. (2006) argues that gender is likely to affect being civically engaged. As such, a dichotomous measure for self-reported gender (male versus female) was included.
Precollege academic ability was controlled for using student’s ACT score or SAT equivalent score, which was provided by the institution and not self-reported.

Vallerand and colleagues (1992) state that, “One of the most important psychological concepts in education is certainly that of motivation….motivation is related to various outcomes such as curiosity, persistence, learning, and performance” (p. 1004). Given the importance of academic motivation in educational outcomes, a continuous measure of academic motivation that measuring the students’ level of intrinsic motivation was included. Academic motivation is an eight-item scale with an internal consistency reliability of 0.69, based on the 2006 WNS student sample. This factor comprises items including the extent to which the respondent is willing to work hard in a course to learn the material even if it will not lead to a higher grade, the extent to which the respondent enjoys the challenge of learning complicated new material, the extent to which respondent agrees that academic experiences (i.e., courses, labs, studying, discussions with faculty) will be the most important part of college, and the like.

A dichotomous variable measuring if a student volunteered during high school (occasionally/often verses rarely/never), was included to measure if volunteering in high school influenced the extent to which a student is predisposed to ASR and may ultimately affect their ASR development during the first year of college. This measure was one of a subset of responses derived from an overall question of high school engagement that asked respondents to think of their last year in high school and respond how often they engaged in each of the activities.

It is important to note that this study uses an ASR pretest control variable measured prior to the first year of college. In this way variation in the ASR posttest,
measured at the end of the first year of college, can be more confidently attributed to variation in the independent variable measures of specific college experiences, because the pretest score on ASR has been controlled for prior to college (Astin & Lee, 2003; Pascarella, 2006). In combination, the ASR pretest control, along with a set of additional precollege control variables, help focus the design of this study on estimating the effects of specific in-college experiences on students’ growth and development of ASR during the first year of college. Furthermore, because the data for this analysis consist of three separate cohorts of students, two dichotomous measures were included to control for variations across cohorts (cohort 2008 was the omitted category). Though these two measures have little effect with regards to ASR, they serve as an important analytical control within the analyses.

Incorporating institutional characteristics within a college impact analysis allows me to account for unique differences between institutional environments (Pascarella, 1985; Pascarella & Terenzini, 2005). As such, two measures of institutional type – as defined by the Carnegie Classification system – were used as controls, and using a design set of dichotomies, regional colleges and research institutions are compared to the base group, liberal arts colleges. Theoretically, the collegiate experience should vary across institutional types. For example, liberal arts colleges’ emphasis on the liberal experience may influence altruistic behaviors more compared to the larger class structure and environment found at a large research university. Community colleges were dropped from the analysis because of the significantly different environment and socialization processes that vary between two-year and four-year institutions. Complementing the precollege academic ability measure, self-reported college grades was included.
Originally, this variable was an interval variable and ranged from ‘A’ to ‘C- or lower.’ This scale was coded into a continuous variable ranging from ‘C- or lower’ to ‘A.’

College major – and the college curriculum – was one of the more significant college experiences found to influence a student’s altruistic behavior (see Astin, 1993). The WNS data does have a measure of primary major or expected area of primary major from the NSSE student survey. However, because most first-year students are undecided or are likely to switch majors before graduation, I incorporated three measures of courses taken during the academic year; humanities, social sciences, and natural sciences were selected based on Astin’s (1993) findings that found a positive relationship between majoring/coursework in the sciences and history and ASR. These continuous measures, with a response set ranging from ‘0’ to ‘5 or more courses,’ asked the respondent to report how many courses they have taken or are taking within the following general areas during the current academic year. Though the WNS dataset accounts for courses taken in a number of other areas, prior analyses using these variables have typically yielded high variance inflation factor scores, suggesting multicollinearity between these variables.

Weidman (1989) theorized that place of residency during college was a type of formal social interaction within his socialization model. As such, a dichotomous variable measuring on-campus residency (versus off-campus residency) was included within the model. Similarly, membership in a Greek organization – in the form of a campus-recognized fraternity and sorority – presents a strong social and cultural environment. Greek organizations are also heavily involved in community volunteering, campus organizations, and campus leadership. A dichotomous measure of Greek membership
(versus non-Greek membership) was included to examine the extent to which Greek membership affects ASR during the first year of college.

Though no empirical evidence was found suggesting student employment in college influences ASR, social capital theory and college socialization theory would suggest otherwise. Working during college presents the student with another social network. Furthermore, students may have chosen their place of employment based on interest in the field that may influence future curricular or co-curricular decisions and behavior. As such, a continuous measure of the total hours a student worked on- or off-campus was included in the model. This measure was created by combining two separate questions: how many hours in a typical week did the respondent spend working for pay on campus and working for pay off campus. The response set ranged in five-hour increments from ‘0 hours’ to ‘more than 30 hours.’ The midpoint of each response set was calculated to transform the response sets into a more traditional continuous measure.

Similar to working on-campus, the amount of time a student relaxes and socializes outside of class is directly related to social capital theory, college socialization theory, and access to social capital networks. A continuous variable measuring the number of hours per week the student spends relaxing and socializing was included in the model. The respondent was asked to report how many hours in a typical week they spend relaxing and socializing (watching TV, partying, etc.), with a response set ranging in five-hour increments from ‘0 hours’ to ‘more than 30 hours.’ The midpoint of each response set was calculated to transform the response sets into a more traditional continuous measure.
A dichotomous variable measuring if a student plans to do or has already participated in study abroad (versus does not plan to) was included in the model. Though no empirical evidence examined the extent to which study abroad influences ASR, studying abroad can be identified as a key programmatic initiative for global learning, as identified by AAC&U, and human, social, and cultural capital theory and socialization theory would suggest that students who study abroad surround themselves in unique experiences that would influence their values and behaviors. Because studying abroad takes an additional monetary investment, middle and high SES families may perceive studying abroad as additional investment in human, social, and cultural capital. From a socialization perspective, study abroad is typically conducted with small cohorts of students who share similar values. This situation presents itself with a number of formal interactions with peers and faculty and informal interaction with native residents of the country of interest.

One of the primary functions of higher education is to foster the growth of future leaders and provide leadership roles throughout campus (see Bowen, 1977). A dichotomous variable (yes versus no) was included in the model that measured if the respondent held a leadership position in a student club, campus organization, residence hall, or fraternity/sorority. Prior research suggests that students who participated in leadership programs or took leadership roles were more likely to work in civic-oriented roles in the community after college (Misa et al., 2005).

One way in which college students can invest in their cultural capital is to attend art exhibits, museums, and musical performances either on- or off-campus. To measure the extent to which attending a performance in the arts affects altruism, respondents were
asked to indicate how often (never, sometimes, often, or very often) they attended an art exhibit, gallery, play, dance, or other theater performance during the current school year.

The predictive validity of Chickering and Gamson’s (1987, 1991) vetted good practices are positively linked to personal development in college (e.g., Astin, 1993; Cruce et al., 2006; Pascarella & Terenzini, 1991, 2005; Sorcinelli, 1991; Padgett et al., in press). Coupled with social capital theory, Weidman’s (1989) model of socialization incorporates a number of formal and informal interactions with social agents that influence student change. These interactions were found to positively influence altruistic behavior (Astin, 1993; Bowman et al., in press). To examine this connection within the first year of college, this analysis utilized eight good practice measures associated with student-faculty interactions, peer interactions, diverse interactions, and integration of college experience into one’s life. These eight good practices include: quality of nonclassroom interactions with faculty, prompt feedback from faculty, teaching clarity and organization, degree of positive peer interactions, cooperative learning, integration of ideas, information, and experiences into one’s life (a key outcome – see Leskes & Miller, 2006 – as identified by AAC&U), diversity experiences, and course-related diversity experiences. For the operational definitions of these good practices – including items that constitute each factor and the internal consistency reliability for each scale – and the other independent measures, please see Appendix A.

Analyses

*Ordinary least squares regression*. This analysis adopted the conceptual framework of prior studies examining the impacts of college on first-generation students (Padgett et al., in press; Pascarella et al., 2004). Given the continuous nature of the
dependent measure, ordinary least squares (OLS) regressions were conducted to estimate the effects of the college experience on first-year students’ ASR. When using a standard linear model for a method of analysis, five assumptions of linear regression must be satisfied to validate how the dependent measure is estimated from the values of the independent measures (Allison, 1999). These five assumption include: 1) The dependent measure is a linear function of the independent measures, 2) The mean of the error term is zero (i.e., the combined effects of all the causes of the dependent measure) equals 0, 3) The variance of the error terms cannot depend on the independent measures, 4) The value of the error term in one case is uncorrelated with the value of the error term for any other case, and 5) The error term has a normal distribution (Allison, 1999). When these assumptions are satisfied, the performance of the OLS produces unbiased estimates and efficient coefficients. Because I estimated ASR across a fully specified model, there is a possibility that some multicollinearity exists across the independent measures. To investigate the presence of multicollinearity, a variance inflation factor (VIF) test was conducted for each independent variable. The VIF scores ranged from 1.04 – 1.96, with a mean of 1.37. These scores fall within an acceptable range, suggesting that there is limited and nonproblematic multicollinearity between the independent measures (Allison, 1999; Myers, 1990; Stevens, 2002).

*Design effect*. The analyses were conducted using multi-institutional longitudinal data assembled using a complex sampling design. To account for the nested nature of the data – defined as students nested within individual institutions of various institutional types who are likely to behave and respond similarly – a series of statistical procedures were performed across each model to control for the clustering effect. Without
accounting for this proper adjustment, students’ responses may expose the analyses to a greater likelihood of negative bias in standard errors, increasing the chances of inflated test statistics and type I error.

OLS regressions were conducted in a two-stage hierarchical fashion across two sub-samples (first-generation students and non-first-generation students):

1) End-of-the-year altruism was regressed across a battery of background and precollege characteristics, including a pretest of the dependent variable ASR measured prior to college as a key control variable in the design of the study, received a federal grant, number of siblings, race/ethnicity, high school race composition, openness to diversity, English as a second language, gender, precollege academic ability, academic motivation, and volunteered during high school (two dichotomous controls for cohort were also included though not reported).

2) A series of college-level measures were introduced into the model (now referred to as the college-level model), including institutional type, college grades, courses taken in humanities, social sciences, and natural sciences, campus residency, Greek affiliation, number of total hours worked, number of hours relaxing and socializing, studying abroad, campus leadership, attended an art performance or exhibit, quality of nonclassroom interactions with faculty, prompt feedback from faculty, teaching clarity and organization, degree of positive peer interactions, cooperative learning, integration of ideas, information, and experiences into one’s life, diversity experiences, and course-related diversity experiences.
Comparing first-generation with non-first-generation students. The overall first-year student sample was then divided into two subsamples to separately estimate the effects of the precollege control variables (stage 1) and the in-college experience variables (stage 2) on the development of ASR during the first year of college for first-generation compared to non-first-generation students. This required a formal operational distinction between the two groups. To estimate first-generation status, respondent's father and mother's educational attainment were combined into an overall level of parental education. The newly created level of parental education was recoded into a dichotomous measure: 1 = First-generation status, defined as students whose parent(s) has not attended a postsecondary institution (i.e., obtained a high school diploma/GED or lower), and 0 = At least one parent participated in some college; one or both parents had some college experience but did not receive a Bachelor's or other four-year degree, at least one parent received a Bachelor's degree, or at least one parent received a Master's degree or higher. This operational definition of first-generation status is identical to prior college impact research examining first-generation students (see Padgett et al., in press; Pascarella et al., 2004), and was used as the criterion for creating the two subsamples for the regression analyses.

Missing Data

A number of missing data analysis techniques were conducted to examine the patterns of missing data across the analytical sample and to see if potential biases existed within the useable data. The maximum number of possible cases within this data is determined by the number of respondents at T2 on the composite ASR scale (n = 8,027).
Of particular interest, only one variable had missing cases exceeding 5%. The variable measuring college grades had 415 missing cases, which represents 5.2% of the 8,027 possible cases. The variable measuring volunteered in high school had 235 missing cases, which represents 2.9% of the 8,027 possible cases. The remaining independent variables had missing cases of less than 2.9%, with 32 of the 35 independent variables in the analysis having only 0% to 2% missing cases. This suggests that the extent of overall missing data is accounted for by small percentages of missing cases on the individual covariates within the analytic model.

To address missing data in my sample, I used listwise deletion, which means that if a case has missing data for any variable, that case is excluded from the analysis. With listwise deletion, regression analysis is robust to violations in the assumption of missing at random among independent variables. However, if missing data patterns on independent variables are related to the value of the dependent variable, it is possible that some bias in regression estimates might occur (see Allison, 2001, p. 7). Therefore, I tested for patterns of missing data between each independent variable and the dependent measure ASR. Transforming each independent variable into a binary variable, where 1 = missing values in one or more cases and 0 = no missing values, I conducted separate t-tests for each independent variable to examine the nature of the missing behavior patterns. Results from these t-tests revealed that out of the entire set of 35 independent variables in the model, only two variables were found to be significant ($p < 0.01$, two-tail). Although listwise deletion may result in some small bias in regression estimates for these variables, because only 2 of 35 independent variables have missing value patterns related to the value of the dependent variable, and the missing cases represent only a
small proportion of the overall sample across the entire model, in general it seems a robust strategy to manage the missing data in my study.

When the small percentages of missing cases for individual independent variables were examined within the sample aggregate, a total of 1,425 missing cases existed, approximately 17.8% of the 8,027 possible cases. After applying listwise deletion to the analytical sample, 6,602 students from 45 four-year colleges and universities remained in the analysis which, given proper weighting and missing-data analyses, approximates representation of first-year students at the participating four-year institutions.

**Conclusion**

Using data from the WNS, this analysis incorporates both theoretically and empirically supported independent measures – background characteristics, precollege measures, and college experiences – to estimate first-year students’ development of ASR. Adopting the theoretical framework of college impact models for this analysis adequately captures the effects of precollege variables, the pretest measure, the institutional influence, and the college-level experiences within a fully-specified model. Given the continuous nature of the dependent measure (i.e., ASR), the use of OLS regressions and addressing a number of sampling and data controls – sample weighting, missing data, and clustering effects – sufficiently allows for more accurate measures across the dependent and independent measures.

In chapter four, a detailed presentation and analysis of the results is presented for each model estimated: first-generation and non-first-generation students. A comparison of the effects between the two models is then chronicled.
CHAPTER IV
RESULTS

Introduction

This chapter comprehensively details the results of this study, which seeks to examine the effects of the first year of college experiences and good practices on undergraduate students’ development of altruistic and socially responsible behavior (ASR), and estimates whether the effects vary between first-generation and non-first-generation students. Following a brief summary of the study’s methodology, the results are organized by re-introducing each of the three research questions and presenting the corresponding results for first-generation and non-first-generation students.

Methodology Summary

Data for this analysis is from the Wabash National Study of Liberal Arts Education (WNS), a large, longitudinal investigation of the effects of liberal arts colleges and liberal arts experiences on student outcomes theoretically associated with a liberal arts education. Students in the analytical sample are first-year, full-time undergraduates from three separate cohorts of students from the 2006, 2007, and 2008 WNS survey cycles. To establish a foundation for a comprehensive pretest/posttest examination of the first-year experience, the data collections for the WNS were conducted in the beginning of the fall semester and near the end of the spring semester of the first year of college.

The analytical framework incorporated elements from college impact models (see Astin, 1993, Pascarella, 2005; Weidman, 1989) and prior studies examining the impacts of college on first-generation students (Padgett et al., in press; Pascarella et al., 2004). Given the continuous nature of the ASR measure, OLS regressions were used to estimate
the effects of the college experience on first-year students’ ASR. The OLS regressions were conducted in a two-stage hierarchical fashion: 1) ARS regressed across student background and precollege measures, and 2) college-level experiences and good practices were added to the precollege model. A number of sampling and statistical adjustments and controls – including sample weighting and clustering effects – were utilized to more accurately measure the effects of college experiences on students’ ASR. I standardized all continuous dependent and independent measures so that the coefficients represent effect sizes. Lastly, results of this study can be found in Table 2.

**Descriptive Analyses**

Table 1 illustrates the descriptive statistics across the first-generation and non-first-generation samples. Descriptive statistics for a number of independent variables indicate a substantial degree of similarity between the first-generation and non-first-generation samples of first-year students. However, there are certainly some substantial differences between these two samples on a number of key independent variables. A number of the more noteworthy of these differences are presented here.

There were two interesting similarities based on descriptive statistics for the two samples: in the aggregate, first-generation students have average scores on the precollege measure of ASR (2.68) that were very similar to the average scores of their non-first-generation counterparts (2.67), and first-generation students have average scores on the end of first year measure of ASR (2.57) that were identical to the average scores of their non-first-generation counterparts (2.57). These descriptive statistics suggest that, in the aggregate, first-generation and non-first-generation students enter college with nearly identical ASR behaviors, on average, and these behaviors diminish slightly after the first
year of college, on average. However, in each sample, there is also substantial variation in the values of scores for individual students on both precollege and first-year measures of ASR. As presented in a later section, regression analyses indicate that variations in ASR are explained by a few precollege factors and a more substantial set of in-college experiences, and that the effects of college experiences on ASR are different for first-generation students compared to non-first-generation students.

The descriptive statistics in Table 1 indicate that among the precollege variables, first-generation students were substantially more likely to receive a federal grant (33%) compared to non-first-generation students (13%). First-generation students were also more racially and ethnically diverse, compared to their non-first-generation peers. For example, while 79% of non-first-generation students were white and only 21% were minority, a little over 56% of first-generation students were white and nearly 44% of such students were minorities. Further, a higher proportion of first-generation students reported that English is their second language (16% versus 5%). First-generation students also reported substantially lower ACT Composite scores (23%) compared to their non-first-generation student counterparts (26%). These descriptive and precollege experiences support prior research that first-generation students are more financially and racially/ethnically diverse than their peers and also enter college with some relative disadvantages in terms of some indicators of college-going resources such as human, social, and cultural capital.

Among the within-college variables, first-generation students were more likely to report lower college grades (5.62) compared to non-first-generation students (6.14). First-generation students were also more likely to live off-campus (14% versus 6%),
Table 1. Descriptive Statistics on Precollege and College-Level Variables using the Wabash National Study of Liberal Arts Education

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variables</th>
<th>First-Generation Students (n = 677)</th>
<th>Non-First-Generation Students (n = 5,925)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mean  SD  Freq.    %  Min.  Max.</td>
<td>Mean  SD  Freq.    %  Min.  Max.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First-Year Altruism/Social Responsibility</td>
<td>2.57  0.60  1.18  4</td>
<td>2.57  0.59  1  4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Precollege Altruism/Social Responsibility</td>
<td>2.68  0.54  1  4</td>
<td>2.67  0.52  1.09  4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Received Federal Grant</td>
<td>224  33.09  0  1</td>
<td>772  13.03  0  1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Did not Receive Federal Grant (omitted)</td>
<td>453  66.91  0  1</td>
<td>5,153  86.97  0  1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of Siblings</td>
<td>1.95  1.21  0  4</td>
<td>1.65  1.04  0  4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Race - Black</td>
<td>104  15.36  0  1</td>
<td>479  8.08  0  1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Race - Hispanic</td>
<td>90  13.29  0  1</td>
<td>234  3.95  0  1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Race - Asian/Pacific Islander</td>
<td>84  12.41  0  1</td>
<td>341  5.76  0  1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Race - Other</td>
<td>17  2.51  0  1</td>
<td>185  3.12  0  1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Race - White (omitted)</td>
<td>382  56.43  0  1</td>
<td>4,686  79.09  0  1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High School Race Composition - All White</td>
<td>189  27.92  0  1</td>
<td>2,105  35.53  0  1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High School Race Composition – Diverse (omitted)</td>
<td>488  72.08  0  1</td>
<td>3,820  64.47  0  1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Openness to Diversity</td>
<td>3.90  0.64  1.57  5</td>
<td>3.90  0.62  1  5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>English is Second Language</td>
<td>109  16.10  0  1</td>
<td>302  5.10  0  1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>English is Primary Language (omitted)</td>
<td>568  83.90  0  1</td>
<td>5,623  94.90  0  1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male</td>
<td>232  34.27  0  1</td>
<td>2,222  37.50  0  1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female (omitted)</td>
<td>445  65.73  0  1</td>
<td>3,703  62.50  0  1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACT Composite Score</td>
<td>22.79  4.43  13  34</td>
<td>26.04  4.50  8  36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Academic Motivation</td>
<td>3.66  0.57  1.88  5</td>
<td>3.60  0.56  1.25  5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Volunteered in High School</td>
<td>444  65.58  0  1</td>
<td>4,314  72.81  0  1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Did Not Volunteer in High School (omitted)</td>
<td>233  34.42  0  1</td>
<td>1,611  27.19  0  1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Institutional Type - Regional College</td>
<td>235  34.71  0  1</td>
<td>1,167  19.70  0  1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Institutional Type - Research University</td>
<td>127  18.76  0  1</td>
<td>1,676  28.29  0  1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Variable</td>
<td>Mean 1</td>
<td>SD 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>--------</td>
<td>-------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Institutional Type - Liberal Arts College (omitted)</td>
<td>315</td>
<td>46.53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>College Grades</td>
<td>5.62</td>
<td>1.74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Courses Taken in the Social Sciences</td>
<td>1.44</td>
<td>1.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Courses Taken in Natural Sciences</td>
<td>1.14</td>
<td>1.27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Live On-Campus</td>
<td>583</td>
<td>86.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Live Off-Campus (omitted)</td>
<td>94</td>
<td>13.88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Greek Membership</td>
<td>88</td>
<td>13.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-Greek Member (omitted)</td>
<td>589</td>
<td>87.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hours Worked in College</td>
<td>7.88</td>
<td>9.81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hours Relating/Socializing in College</td>
<td>13.02</td>
<td>11.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Study Abroad</td>
<td>378</td>
<td>55.83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Did Not Study Abroad (omitted)</td>
<td>299</td>
<td>44.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Held a Leadership Position on Campus</td>
<td>138</td>
<td>20.38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Did Not Hold a Leadership Position on Campus (omitted)</td>
<td>539</td>
<td>79.62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Attended an Art Exhibit/Theater Performance</td>
<td>2.26</td>
<td>0.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quality of Nonclassroom Interactions with Faculty</td>
<td>-0.07</td>
<td>0.82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prompt Feedback</td>
<td>-0.07</td>
<td>0.81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teaching Clarity and Organization</td>
<td>-0.06</td>
<td>0.81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Degree of Positive Peer Interactions</td>
<td>-0.15</td>
<td>0.71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cooperative Learning</td>
<td>-0.02</td>
<td>0.69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Integrated Ideas, Information, and Experiences</td>
<td>-0.03</td>
<td>0.59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diversity Experiences</td>
<td>-0.01</td>
<td>0.61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Course-Related Diversity Experiences</td>
<td>-0.02</td>
<td>0.72</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
suggesting they were likely commuters or lived with family members. Supplementing the descriptive statistic that one-third of first-generation students received a federal grant, first-generation students reported working more hours in college per week (7.88) compared to their peers (4.77). A moderate difference existed between first-generation and non-first-generation students on their intent to or completion of studying abroad (56% versus 64%, respectively). Of particular interest within the college-level variables, first-generation students’ mean participation across all eight good practices was proportionally lower than their peers. Though the differences range from very small (0.02) to moderate (0.19), these statistics suggest that first-generation students were overwhelming less likely to participate in or experience vetted good practices compared to their non-first-generation peers.

Results

The selection of the student background and precollege characteristics and experiences was guided by significant effects and measures within the literature on human, cultural, and social capital and college impact research. Accordingly, a battery of control measures was introduced into the precollege model to account for differences in ASR due to students’ background characteristics and precollege experiences.

In addition, the pretest ASR measure – assessed prior to college – was included in the precollege model to account for students’ ASR prior to entering college. The presence of significant effects across any measure of students’ background characteristics, precollege experiences within the precollege model, or college experiences in the college model indicate that the respective significant effects contribute to the level of students’ ASR. Furthermore, the estimated effects of the independent
Table 2. Standardized Precollege and College Effects of First-Year Experiences and Good Practices on Altruistic and Socially Responsible Behavior using the Wabash National Study of Liberal Arts Education

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variables</th>
<th>First-Generation Students</th>
<th></th>
<th>Non-First-Generation Students</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Precollege</td>
<td>SE</td>
<td>College</td>
<td>SE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Precollege Altruism/Social Responsibility</td>
<td>0.56***</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>0.44***</td>
<td>0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Received Federal Grant</td>
<td>-0.14</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>-0.14*</td>
<td>0.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of Siblings</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Race – Black</td>
<td>0.41**</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>0.33**</td>
<td>0.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Race – Hispanic</td>
<td>0.54*</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0.31*</td>
<td>0.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Race - Asian/Pacific Islander</td>
<td>0.33*</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.34**</td>
<td>0.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Race – Other</td>
<td>0.19</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td>0.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High School Race Composition - All White</td>
<td>-0.03</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>-0.04</td>
<td>0.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Openness to Diversity</td>
<td>-0.02</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>-0.12</td>
<td>0.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>English is Second Language</td>
<td>-0.19</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>-0.12</td>
<td>0.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male</td>
<td>-0.09</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>-0.01</td>
<td>0.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACT Composite Score</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>-0.04</td>
<td>0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Academic Motivation</td>
<td>-0.03</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>-0.07</td>
<td>0.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Volunteered in High School</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>0.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Institutional Type- Regional College</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>0.13*</td>
<td>0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Institutional Type- Research University</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>0.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>College Grades</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Courses Taken in Humanities</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Courses Taken in the Social Sciences</td>
<td>-0.06*</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Courses Taken in Natural Sciences</td>
<td>-0.03</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Live On-Campus</td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Greek Membership</td>
<td>-0.07</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0.05</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 2. Continued

<p>| | | | | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Total Hours Worked in College</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>0.03*</td>
<td>0.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hours Relaxing/Socializing in College</td>
<td>-0.04</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>-0.03*</td>
<td>0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Study Abroad</td>
<td>0.25**</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>0.11***</td>
<td>0.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Held a Leadership Position on Campus</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>0.08*</td>
<td>0.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Attended an Art Exhibit/Theater</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Performance Quality of Nonclassroom Interactions with Faculty</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>-0.02</td>
<td>0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prompt Feedback</td>
<td>-0.01</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teaching Clarity and Organization</td>
<td>0.12**</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Degree of Positive Peer Interactions</td>
<td>-0.09*</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>-0.02</td>
<td>0.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cooperative Learning</td>
<td>-0.08</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.06**</td>
<td>0.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Integrated Ideas, Information, and Experiences</td>
<td>0.18**</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>0.17***</td>
<td>0.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diversity Experiences</td>
<td>0.27***</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>0.13***</td>
<td>0.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Course-Related Diversity Experiences</td>
<td>-0.02</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.05**</td>
<td>0.01</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>0.36</th>
<th>0.54</th>
<th>0.42</th>
<th>0.51</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>R²</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N</td>
<td>677</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>5,925</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* p < 0.05, ** p < 0.01, *** p < 0.001
measures throughout the model are identical to what they would be if the dependent variable were measuring gains or growth in ASR during the first year instead of the level of end-of-first-year ASR. In other words, when controlling for the pretest measure of ASR as a covariate and using the level of first-year ASR as the dependent variable, the standardized regression coefficients for each independent measure in the model are exactly the same as they would be if the dependent variable measured growth in ASR. Using a pretest/posttest design with longitudinal data does not warrant a gain score as the dependent measure to predict gains. This has been thoroughly chronicled and empirically demonstrated by Pascarella, Wolniak, and Pierson (2003) and Loes, Pascarella, and Umbach (in press). As such, throughout this study, when a significant estimate of a coefficient for an independent variable indicates that a one-unit change in the independent variable is associated with an increase or decrease in the level of ASR, this also refers to a measure of the growth, decline, or change in ASR.

**Student Background Characteristics and Precollege Experiences**

Research question 1: What are the effects of student background and precollege characteristics/experiences on end-of-the-first-year ASR?

*First-generation students.* Despite prior research that found significant associations between a number of background characteristics and ASR, only three measures of race/ethnicity had significant effects on ASR within the precollege model for first-generation students. The presence of significant effects suggests that, after controlling for a student’s precollege ASR, race/ethnicity significantly predicted a student’s ASR at the end of the first year of college. Compared to their white peers,
being a black first-generation student had a significant positive effect on ASR \( (B = 0.41; \ p < 0.01) \). Similarly, being a Hispanic \( (B = 0.54; \ p < 0.05) \) or an Asian/Pacific Islander \( (B = 0.33; \ p < 0.05) \) first-generation student significantly increased ASR, compared to their white peers.

Though not truly considered a background characteristic or precollege experience, the pretest measure of ASR has a significant and substantial positive effect on end-of-the-first-year ASR \( (B = 0.56; \ p < 0.001) \). This is unsurprising because the precollege pretest measure of ASR should theoretically account for a significant proportion of the variance in end-of-the-first-year ASR.

**Non-first-generation students.** Similar to the first-generation students’ precollege model, being a black non-first-generation student significantly increased ASR by 0.24 standard deviations \( (p < 0.01) \). In addition, students who identified their race/ethnicity as other were significantly more likely to have higher levels of ASR \( (B = 0.14; \ p < 0.05) \) compared to their white peers. Furthermore, one personal value characteristic had a significant and positive effect on ASR in the precollege model. Non-first-generation students who entered college with high levels of openness to diversity were significantly more likely than their peers to have greater levels of ASR. As non-first-generation students’ openness to participate in diversity workshops and experiences during college increased, ASR increased by 0.07 standard deviations \( (p < 0.001) \), holding all other variables constant.

The pretest measure of ASR had a significant and substantial positive effect on end-of-the-first-year ASR \( (B = 0.59; \ p < 0.001) \). As reported within the descriptive analyses, the pretest coefficient is nearly identical for non-first-generation students \( (B =

0.59) compared to first-generation students \((B = 0.56)\). This minor difference suggests that precollege levels of ASR have a somewhat smaller impact on end-of-the-first-year ASR for non-first-generation students compared to their first-generation peers.

Finally, \(R^2\) statistics indicate that the variables in the precollege model – and the precollege pretest measure of ASR in particular – explain 36\% and 42\% of variation in the end-of-first-year ASR for first-generation and non-first-generation students, respectively.

**College Experiences and Good Practices**

Research question 2: What are the effects of college experiences and good practices on end-of-the-first-year ASR?

The selection of the college-level experiences and good practices was primarily guided by significant effects and measures in previous college impact research. Similar to the precollege model, the ASR pretest measure accounts for a significant and substantial proportion of the variance and has a significant and substantial effect on the end-of-year ASR outcome, with \(B = 0.44\) \((p < 0.001)\) for first-generation and \(B = 0.50\) \((p < 0.001)\) for non-first-generation students. It is noteworthy that the pretest coefficient was moderately larger for non-first-generation students \((B = 0.50)\) compared to first-generation students \((B = 0.44)\). As with the precollege model, this difference indicates that precollege levels of ASR have a moderately greater impact on end-of-the-first-year ASR for non-first-generation students than for first-generation students. Therefore, significant effects within the college-level model – after controlling for the ASR pretest in addition to the background and precollege characteristics – indicate the existence of
important effects of in-college experiences and factors on the outcome measure of students’ end-of-the-first-year ASR.

First-generation students. This section presents significant findings regarding the effects of college-experience variables and good-practices variables on ASR. Black ($B = 0.33; p < 0.01$), Hispanic ($B = 0.31; p < 0.05$), and Asian/Pacific Islander ($B = 0.34; p < 0.01$) first generation students continued to have significant and greater levels of ASR compared to their white peers. Furthermore, once the college-level measures were introduced, recipient of a federal grant had a small but significant negative effect on ASR for first-generation students. Students who received a federal grant – an indicator of lower SES backgrounds -- had lower levels of ASR by 0.14 standard deviations ($p < 0.05$), holding all other variables constant.

Two general college experience measures significantly predicted first-generation students’ ASR: courses taken in the social sciences and studying abroad. Enrollment in social science courses significantly and negatively affected first-generation students’ ASR. As a first-generation student’s enrollment in social science courses increased, ASR decreased by 0.06 standard deviations ($p < 0.05$), holding all other variables constant. Planning to or actually having completed a study abroad program significantly increased first-generation students’ ASR by a substantial 0.25 standard deviations ($p < 0.01$), holding all other variables constant. College grades, various campus activities, and other college experiences did not significantly contribute to first-generation students’ ASR.

Of the eight good practices variables introduced into the college model, four were significantly related to ASR. Higher levels of teaching clarity and organization within the classroom significantly contributed to first-generation students’ ASR ($B = 0.12; p <
0.01). This was the lone significant finding related to faculty interaction or classroom influence. Positive peer interactions significantly decreased first-generation students’ ASR. Engaging in positive peer interactions significantly, though moderately, diminished first-generation students’ ASR by 0.09 standard deviations ($p < 0.05$), holding all other variables constant. This significant effect is the only good practice variable that negatively affects first-generation students’ ASR.

Each one-unit increase in students’ integration of ideas, information, and experiences from the classroom into their daily lives significantly increased their ASR by 0.18 standard deviations ($p < 0.01$), holding all other variables constant. Similarly, each one-unit increase in students’ participation in diversity experiences significantly increased their ASR by 0.27 standard deviations ($p < 0.001$), holding all other variables constant. This relatively large effect suggests that first-generation students who actively seek-out diversity experiences during just the first year of college alone can significantly increase their level of ASR quite substantially.

**Non-first-generation students.** Like in the previous section for first-generation students, this section presents significant findings regarding the effects of both college-experience variables and good-practices variables on ASR. Black students continued to report higher levels of ASR in college compared to their white peers. Being a black student significantly increased ASR by 0.20 standard deviations ($p < 0.05$), holding all other variables constant. However, when the college-level measures were introduced into the full college-model, the effects of being a minority student who identified as other and openness to diversity were no longer significant. However, once the college-level measures were introduced, being academically motivated had a small but significant
negative effect on ASR for non-first-generation students. For each one-unit increase in precollege academic motivation, ASR diminished by a very small 0.05 standard deviations \( (p < 0.001) \), all else being equal.

The type of institution non-first-generation students attended was found to significantly contribute to ASR. Non-first-generation students who attend a regional college report higher levels of ASR compared to their peers at liberal arts colleges. Attendance at a regional college significantly increased non-first-generation students’ ASR by 0.13 standard deviations \( (p < 0.05) \), holding all other variables constant.

A number of college experience variables were found to significantly predict non-first-generation students’ ASR. The number of hours a non-first-generation student worked during the first-year – either on campus or off campus – significantly contributed their level of ASR. For each one-unit increase in hours worked, ASR increased by a very small 0.03 standard deviations \( (p < 0.05) \), holding all other variables constant. Conversely, the number of hours a non-first-generation student relaxed or socialized significantly diminished their level of ASR. For each one-unit increase in relaxation or socializing, ASR decreased by -0.03 standard deviations \( (p < 0.05) \).

Consistent with findings within the first-generation estimates, studying abroad significantly contributes to non-first-generation students’ ASR, while coursework, various campus activities, and other college experiences do not significantly contribute. In particular, planning to or actually completed a study abroad program significantly increased non-first-generation students’ ASR by 0.11 standard deviations \( (p < 0.001) \), holding all other variables constant. This effect size is less than half of the estimated effect that studying abroad has for first-generation students. Similar to the positive
impact of studying abroad, holding a leadership position on campus during the first-year significantly increased students’ ASR by 0.08 standard deviations \((p < 0.05)\).

Within the college model for non-first-generation students, four of the eight good practices variables significantly contributed to ASR. Cooperative learning had a small, but significant positive effect on ASR. For non-first-generation students, each one-unit increase in a student’s participation in cooperative learning increased ASR by 0.06 standard deviations, \((p < 0.01)\), holding all other variables constant. Integrating ideas, information, and experiences had a near identical impact on ASR for non-first-generation students of the same magnitude as it does for first-generation students. For non-first-generation students, each one-unit increase in a student’s integration of ideas, information, and experiences from the classroom into their daily lives significantly increased ASR by 0.17 standard deviations \((p < 0.001)\), holding all other variables constant.

The remaining two significant good practices variables are related to diversity experiences. Participation in diversity experiences was significantly and positively related to ASR. For non-first-generation students, each one-unit increase in a student’s participation in diversity experiences increased ASR by 0.13 standard deviations \((p < 0.001)\). Though a significant, positive effect exists for non-first-generation students \((B = 0.13; p < 0.001)\), this effect size for participation in diversity experiences is substantially lower compared to the estimate for first-generation students \((B = 0.27; p < 0.001)\). However, participation in course-related diversity experiences significantly increased non-first-generation students’ ASR by 0.05 standard deviations \((p < 0.01)\), while it had no significant effect for first-generation students. This suggests that even though the
significant effect size of course-related diversity experiences was small, this good practice variable provided an additional, yet marginal increase in ASR for non-first-generation students that was not experienced by their first-generation peers.

**Differential Effects**

Research question 3: Do the effects of college experiences and good practices on end of the first-year altruism/social responsibility differ for first-generation and non-first-generation students?

It is important to note that while separately examining the effects of college experiences and good practices on ASR across first-generation and non-first-generation students provides comparative evidence, the substantial differences in sample sizes between the groups (n = 677 for first-generation students and n = 5,925 for non-first-generation students) may provide inconsistencies when comparing the results of data analyses across the models of parental education. In the first-generation model, the standard errors are more likely to be inflated and the coefficients estimated with less precision compared to the non-first-generation model because of the substantially greater number of cases within the non-first-generation model. Therefore, the differential effects are compared across models without conducting post hoc statistical comparisons.

Attendance at a regional college, compared to attendance at a liberal arts college, significantly increased non-first-generation students’ ASR by 0.13 standard deviations (p < 0.05). The coefficient for attendance at a regional college for first-generation students is $B = 0.02$, but was not statistically significant, perhaps in part due to the much smaller sample size for first-generation students. Regardless of statistical significance, the
magnitudes of the estimated effects on ASR of attendance at a regional college varied minimally across models ($B = 0.13$ and $B = 0.02$, respectively).

The number of courses taken in the social sciences significantly and negatively contributed to first-generation students’ ASR, decreasing ASR by -0.06 standard deviations ($p < 0.05$) for each one-unit increase in courses taken. The standardized coefficient for courses taken in the social sciences for non-first-generation students was $B = 0.02$, both non-significant and trivial. This suggests that while coursework in the social sciences significantly and negatively contributed to ASR development among first- generations students, they had no apparent effect on ASR among their non-first-generation peers.

Three college experience variables were found to significantly contribute to non-first-generation students’ ASR and have no significant effect on their first-generation peers. Number of hours worked on or off campus during the first year significantly contributed to non-first-generation students’ ASR by a very small 0.03 standard deviations ($p < 0.05$) for each one-unit increase in hours worked. The number of hours worked had no significant effect for first-generation students ($B = 0.01$). As a separate measure of how students exercise their free time, the number of hours relaxing or socializing significantly decreased non-first-generation students’ level of ASR by -0.03 standard deviations ($p < 0.05$). The effect size for socializing/relaxing was actually larger for first-generation students ($B = -0.04$), though the effect was non-significant. Lastly, non-first-generation students who held a leadership position on campus during the first-year were significantly more likely to exhibit greater levels of ASR ($B = 0.08; p < 0.05$) compared to first-generation students. Interestingly, the effect size for the variable
measuring a leadership position for first-generation students was nearly double ($B = 0.15$) the effect size for non-first-generation students ($B = 0.08$), though non-significant.

Intending to or having completed a study abroad experience significantly and positively contributed to both first-generation and non-first-generation students’ ASR. The coefficient for studying abroad for first-generation students was quite substantial ($B = 0.25; p < 0.001$) and more than double of the effect size for their non-first-generation peers ($B = 0.11; p < 0.001$). This suggests that studying abroad is important in the development of ASR for both groups of students, but has a substantially larger impact on ASR for first-generation students compared to non-first-generation students. This is not to dismiss the significant impact studying abroad has for non-first-generation students, but rather to emphasize the significantly larger magnitude studying abroad has for first-generation students.

Comparing the magnitude and directionality of the effects of good practices on ASR provides evidence of how participation in good practices differs across levels of parental education. First-generation students’ perception of teaching clarity and organization significantly and positively influenced their levels of ASR ($B = 0.12; p < 0.01$); but this factor was nonsignificant for non-first-generation students. This was the lone significant effect for all three good practices directly related to faculty interactions and classroom management across both first-generation and non-first-generation subsamples. Engaging in positive peer interactions had a significant and negative effect for first-generation students. Though the coefficient was negative across first-generation and non-first-generation students ($B = -0.09$ and $B = -0.02$, respectively), the estimate was only significant for first-generation students. Furthermore, the estimates for
cooperative learning ($B = -0.08$) and participation in course-related diversity experiences ($B = -0.02$) were both negative and non-significant, for first-generation students. Comparatively, the estimates for cooperative learning ($B = 0.06; p < 0.01$) and participation in course-related diversity experiences ($B = 0.05; p < 0.01$) were both positive and significant for non-first-generation students.

The good practice variable measuring the integration of ideas, information, and experiences had a near identical impact on ASR for first-generation students ($B = 0.18; p < 0.01$) and non-first-generation students ($B = 0.17; p < 0.001$). First-generation and non-first-generation students also shared a significant and positive effect for participation in diversity experiences. However, the effect of participation in diversity experiences on ASR was more than double in magnitude and far more substantial for first-generation students ($B = 0.27; p < 0.001$) than for their non-first-generation peers ($B = 0.13; p < 0.001$). This suggests that participation in diversity experiences during the first year of college had a greater impact on first-generation students’ ASR compared to their non-first-generation peers.

**Summary of Results**

The results presented in this chapter illustrate the particular importance of theoretically and empirically-vetted good practices as aspects of the college experience during the first year that have significant effects on the development of ASR for both first-generation and non-first-generation students. With the ASR pretest being controlled for, background measures of students’ race/ethnicity had significant impacts on end-of-first-year ASR for both first-generation and non-first-generation students. Furthermore, aside from studying abroad, a number of college experience variables independently
influenced first-generation and non-first-generation students’ ASR. A number of good practices during the first year significantly contributed to students’ development of ASR. First-generation students who had higher perceptions of teaching clarity and organization in the classroom, engaged more in the integration of ideas, information, and experiences from the classroom into their daily lives, and participated more in multiple forms of diversity-related experiences significantly increased their levels of ASR. Conversely, positive peer interactions significantly diminished their development of ASR. Within the non-first-generation student college model, four of the eight good practices measures significantly contributed to their development of ASR, including cooperative learning, integrating ideas, information, and experiences, participation in diversity experiences, and participation in course-related diversity experiences.

The small to moderate significant effects of these variables suggest that elements of the first year of college – particularly participation in study abroad and specific good practices that enhance students’ awareness of diverse life experiences and circumstances different from their own – can significantly affect students’ development of ASR. Chapter five examines these effects in greater detail and provides further discussion and interpretation of these results. Given the relatively consistent findings across variable sets and subsamples within this analysis, Chapter five also provides implication for future research, practice, and the relationship to theory. Chapter five concludes with overall limitations within this analysis, provides final conclusions of this study, and remarks on the importance of this evidence within the context of higher education.
CHAPTER V

DISCUSSION, IMPLICATIONS, AND CONCLUSIONS

Introduction

This study examined the effects of specific aspects of the first-year college experience on undergraduate students’ development of ASR (i.e., altruism and socially responsible behavior). Considered a critical and vital college outcome in the twenty-first-century (see Leskes & Miller, 2006) – one that leads to significant public or external benefits to society – this study filled a major gap within the college impact literature by estimating the effects of specific elements of the college experience on first-year students’ ASR as a composite measure. This study also examined whether the effects of the first-year experience on ASR varied between first-generation and non-first-generation students. In doing so, this study addressed another major gap within college impact literature by estimating the relationship between first-generation status and how specific aspects of the college experience predict ASR. This investigation incorporated human, social, and cultural capital theory as conceptual frameworks to guide this study. Because this investigation estimates the effects of the first-year experience on student behavior and development, college impact models – including Astin’s Input-Environment-Outcome model, Pascarella’s General Model for Assessing Change model, and Weidman’s model of undergraduate socialization – serve as the theoretical framework. Using data from the WNS, OLS regressions were conducted to separately estimate the effects of specific aspects of the first-year experience on students’ ASR for subsamples of first-generation and non-first-generation students.
This chapter summarizes and discusses the results from this analysis, and examines how the results can guide future research on students’ ASR development through specific college experiences, the impact of the college experience on first-generation compared to non-first-generation students, and the overall impact of the first-year experience. This chapter then examines the implications these results have for policy, practice, and implementation within higher education. Given this study’s reliance on human, social, and cultural capital theory, the relationship between the results and theory is examined. Finally, this chapter concludes with the limitations of the study and an overall summary and conclusion of this investigation.

**Summary of Results**

Research question 1: What are the effects of student background and precollege characteristics/experiences on end-of-the-first-year ASR?

Once the precollege ASR pretest was controlled for, a few student background and precollege measures had significant impact on end-of-first-year-of-college ASR in either the first-generation or non-first-generation models. First-year students’ race/ethnicity significantly predicted ASR. Being a black \( (B = 0.41; p < 0.01) \), Hispanic \( (B = 0.54; p < 0.05) \), or Asian/Pacific Islander \( (B = 0.33; p < 0.05) \) first-generation student had a significant positive effect on ASR, compared to their white peers. Similar to the first-generation students’ subsample, being a black non-first-generation student significantly increased ASR by 0.24 standard deviations \( (p < 0.01) \). In addition, students who identified their race/ethnicity as other had significantly higher levels of ASR \( (B = 0.14; p < 0.05) \) compared to their white peers. Openness to diversity \( (B = 0.07; p < 0.001) \) also significantly contributed to greater gains in ASR for non-first-generation
students in the precollege model. As expected, the pretest, precollege measure of ASR was significant with substantial effect sizes for both first-generation and non-first-generation students. However, the effect size for the precollege ASR pretest variable was higher for non-first-generation students ($B = 0.59$ in the precollege model; $B = 0.50$ in the college model) than for first-generation students ($B = 0.56$ in the precollege model; $B = 0.44$ in the college model); which suggests that the precollege ASR pretest has a somewhat greater impact on end-of-first-year-of-college ASR for non-first-generation students compared to their first-generation peers.

Research question 2: What are the effects of college experiences and good practices on end-of-the-first-year ASR?

Once the college experience and good practice measures were introduced into the college-level model, black, Hispanic, and Asian/Pacific Islander first-generation and black non-first-generation students continued to have significantly greater levels of ASR compared to their white peers. In addition, first-generation students who received a federal grant had lower levels of ASR by 0.14 standard deviations ($p < 0.05$), holding all variables constant. Being academically motivated had a small but significant negative effect ($B = -0.05; p < 0.001$) on ASR for non-first-generation students.

Within the college models, as the number of courses taken in the social sciences ($B = -0.06; p < 0.05$) increased, levels of ASR significantly diminished for first-generation students. Conversely, planning to or actually completing a study abroad program ($B = 0.25; p < 0.01$) significantly contribute to first-generation students’ ASR. Of the eight good practices within the model, teaching clarity and organization ($B = 0.12; p < 0.01$), integration of ideas, information, and experiences from the classroom into their
daily lives \((B = 0.18; p < 0.01)\), and participation in diverse experiences \((B = 0.27; p < 0.001)\) significantly increased first-generation students’ ASR. However, engaging in positive peer interactions significantly, though moderately, diminished first-generation students’ ASR \((B = 0.09; p < 0.05)\).

Attendance at a regional college significantly increased non-first-generation students’ ASR \((B = 0.13; p < 0.05)\). Consistent with findings for first-generation students, studying abroad significantly contributed to non-first-generation students’ ASR \((B = 0.11; p < 0.001)\). However, two college experiences were found to significantly and positively contribute to non-first-generation students’ development of ASR – number of hours worked \((B = 0.03; p < 0.05)\) and held a leadership position \(B = 0.08, p < 0.05\).

Conversely, number of hours relaxing/socializing negatively affected ASR \((B = -0.03; p < 0.05)\). A number of significant effects existed across the good practices for non-first-generation students. Participation in cooperative learning \((B = 0.06; p < 0.01)\), integration of ideas, information, and experiences from the classroom into their daily lives \((B = 0.17; p < 0.001)\), participation in diversity experiences \((B = 0.13; p < 0.001)\), and participation in course-related diversity experiences \((B = 0.05; p < 0.01)\) significantly increased non-first-generation students’ ASR.

Research question 3: Do the effects of college experiences and good practices on end of the first-year altruism/social responsibility differ for first-generation and non-first-generation students?

Attending a regional college \((B = 0.13; p < 0.05)\) significantly increased non-first-generation students’ ASR, whereas institutional type yielded no significant results for first-generation students. The number of courses taken in the social sciences \((B = -0.06;\)
$p < 0.05$), significantly diminished first-generation students’ ASR, though no significant effect existed for non-first-generation students. Intending to or having completed studying abroad significantly contributed to both first-generation and non-first-generation students’ ASR. Yet, the coefficient for studying abroad for first-generation students ($B = 0.25$) was more than double that of their non-first-generation peers ($B = 0.11$). Both working during college ($B = 0.03; p < 0.05$) and holding a leadership position ($B = 0.08; p < 0.05$) significantly increased non-first-generation students’ ASR, whereas the number of hours relaxing/socializing negatively affected ASR ($B = -0.03; p < 0.05$). These significant effects were non-existent in the college model for first-generation students.

Though the effects of teaching clarity and organization were positive for first-generation and non-first-generation students, the effect is significant for only first-generation students ($B = 0.12; p < 0.01$), whereas the good practice measuring the degree of positive peer interactions was negative and significant for only first-generation students ($B = -0.09; p < 0.05$). Participation in cooperative learning ($B = 0.06; p < 0.01$) and in course-related diversity experiences ($B = 0.05; p < 0.01$) were positive and significant only for non-first-generation students. The good practice measuring the integration of ideas, information, and experiences had a positive impact on ASR for first-generation students ($B = 0.18; p < 0.01$) and non-first-generation students ($B = 0.17; p < 0.001$). Participation in diversity experiences also had a positive and significant ($p < 0.001$) impact on ASR for first-generation and non-first-generation students, though the effect is more than double in magnitude for first-generation students ($B = 0.27$) compared to non-first-generation students ($B = 0.13$).
Discussion of Results

Prior research identified a number of background characteristics as predictors of ASR (see Putnam, 2000; Schubert & Tweed, 2004; Zukin et al., 2006). Specifically, level of education – especially acquisition of a college education – is widely accepted as the most powerful predictor of altruism, while other consistent predictors include indicators of previous engagement in ASR such as involvement in the community (Putnam; Zukin et al.). This study used an ASR pretest variable measured prior to the first year of college, in order to control for the effects of a wide range of precollege factors that could impact the development of ASR prior to college, which in turn, could impact the study’s dependent variable and subsequent outcome – in-college ASR. As a result, variation in the ASR posttest, measured at the end of the first year of college, can be more confidently attributed to variation in the independent variable measures of specific in-college experiences. In combination, the ASR pretest control, along with a set of additional precollege control variables, helped focus the design of this study on estimating the effects of specific in-college experiences on students’ growth and development of ASR during the first year of college. Therefore, it is not surprising that after the precollege ASR pretest variable was controlled for in this study, few student background and precollege measures had any significant impact on end-of-first-year-of-college ASR in either the first-generation or non-first-generation samples examined. However, those that were significant had moderate to large effect sizes.

The coefficient for received a federal grant was significant and negative for first-generation students. With one-third of first-generation students reportedly receiving federal grants, this suggests that students with a lack of financial resources and whose
parents did not attend college are at a significant disadvantage in their propensity towards ASR behaviors. This is likely attributable to a social-class-based dearth of human, social, and cultural capital available to first-generation students. It becomes increasingly difficult to build altruistic and socially responsible behaviors – ones that are influenced by resources and lived experiences – when you have not been exposed to experiences that support human, social, and cultural capital. In particular, social networks are highly influential to one’s understanding of and values towards ASR (see Putnam, 2000). If first-generation, low SES students enter college with lower resources and networks to reference compared to their peers, they are likely to struggle navigating the complex social network found within the college environment. More specifically, first-generation students who receive federal grants enter college with two severe limitations: 1) parents who have no experience with the daily rigors of college life and serve as a limited resource, and 2) entering college with fewer financial resources and low exposure to important social and cultural experiences.

Minority students – both first-generation and non-first-generation – had significantly greater levels of ASR compared to their white peers. Prior research has suggested that minorities were less likely to engage in civic involvement (Zukin et al., 2006). However, this study’s findings suggest that, after controlling for pre-college levels of ASR, minority students develop and achieve significantly higher levels of ASR through the first year of college than their white peers. One possible explanation for this finding is that given the correlations between race and SES, minority students are likely to develop different socialization practices and habiti compared to their white peers. As such, greater exposure to various social networks and agents – in the form of social
capital and socialization experiences – within college allows minority students to develop skills, relationships, and attitudes that influence ASR (see Zukin et al., 2006).

Yet, these findings are not all that surprising. Minorities tend to be raised in neighborhoods surrounded by other minorities. Research has shown that charitable contributions increased by black individuals as the proportion of black individuals within the community increased (Schubert & Tweed, 2004). Minorities of all racial and ethnic backgrounds appear to have a greater understanding and awareness of the importance of supporting your neighbor and the community as a whole. These attitudes and perspectives appear to be supported within the college environment, as the first-year of college reinforces the importance of being altruistic and socially responsible. Another possible explanation is that minority students develop higher levels of ASR because it promotes the importance of equality and equity within higher education and the community as a whole. Aware that they are clearly the racial/ethnic minority on campus, fostering and developing ASR is likely related to influential perspectives on important civic and social topics.

Whereas this study both supported and contradicted prior research on the predictive nature of student background characteristics on ASR, this study does clearly illustrate that participation in specific first-year college experiences significantly affects students’ ASR. Both first-generation and non-first-generation students who indicate having the desire to study abroad or who have already studied abroad report significantly higher levels of ASR, with the effect size more than double for first-generation students compared to their non-first-generation peers. It should be noted that a selection bias may exist for students who study abroad. In other words, it is possible that students who self-
select to study abroad may already be individuals with high levels of ASR. Nonetheless, studying abroad provides students with the opportunity to experience world-wide traditions and cultures, as part of their college experience, and to gain greater awareness of diversity and circumstances different than their own. These experiences are likely to affect an individual’s perception on social, political and cultural issues and act as a catalyst for local change. Furthermore, this is the only study within the literature that has found evidence that study abroad significantly and positively affects students’ ASR.

In addition, the effect of studying abroad on ASR was more than twice as large for first-generation students compared to their non-first-generation peers. One possible explanation for this difference is that first-generation students tend to have a much more local and less cosmopolitan background than non-first-generation students. Moreover, first-generation students are more likely to be disadvantaged in terms of precollege access to the human, social, and cultural capital resources that are associated with study abroad opportunities. For these and kindred reasons, study abroad experiences might understandably have a greater impact on the development of ASR for first-generation students relative to their non-first-generation peers.

Though study abroad had a significant and positive effect on ASR as a co-curricular activity, the more traditional curriculum measures of courses taken in humanities, social sciences, and natural sciences do provide some understanding of how coursework can affect ASR during the first year of college. As the number of courses in the social sciences increased, first-generation students’ ASR decreased. Though the effect size was small, this contradicts prior research that found enrollment in particular majors – where courses taken during the first-year serves as a proxy for college major –
to be associated with increased involvement in altruistic behaviors, including social activism, civic and political involvement, and preserving the environment (see Astin, 1993; Misa et al., 2005). One possible explanation for this phenomenon may be attributed not to the substance of the coursework but rather the load. First-year students tend to enroll in a number of social science courses as a form of exploratory interest in various majors. However, if first-generation students – who enter college more at-risk to academic demands and environmental changes – overload their course schedule with social science courses, it may be detrimental to their development of ASR.

Working during the first year had significant and positive effects on non-first-generation students’ ASR. As the number of hours worked increased, non-first-generation students’ ASR increased. This finding is theoretically supported by social capital and college socialization theory. Working in college provides students with an additional social network and set of resources, in addition to working with individuals outside their social and cultural norm. As such, students’ invested interest in working likely contributes to their development of ASR.

Similar to the positive effects of working during college, non-first-generation students who held a leadership position during the first-year increased their development of ASR compared to their peers. Students self-select to engage in leadership activities and positions. As such, students who self-select to be leaders may already be highly altruistic and socially responsible individuals. Another possible explanation for this positive effect may be that individuals in a leadership position are more likely to witness events and participate in experiences that expose them to higher levels of altruistic behavior. As such, student leaders may actively pursue activities that broaden their
understanding of civic and social responsibilities and the importance of being an informed citizen.

Unlike highly motivated first-year students who work or hold leadership positions, non-first-generation students who spend hours relaxing/socializing have diminished levels of ASR. As the number of hours relaxing/socializing increased, students’ levels of ASR decreased. Relaxing is perceived as an individualistic or personal exercise that typically removes the individual from social settings. Moreover, socialization is often a process that involves integrating yourself into a social group that share similar attitudes and beliefs. If the individual themselves or the social network an individual associates themselves with do not engage in socially responsible behaviors or activities, they are substantially less likely to develop attitudes or beliefs related to ASR. This is especially true for first-year college students who readily assimilate themselves to various social circles and cliques based on their own personal interests, attitudes, and beliefs.

Aside from study abroad, first-generation and non-first-generation students’ active participation in a number of good practices in college education was found to increase students’ ASR during the first year of college. Engaging in integrative learning, defined as integrating ideas, information, and experiences from the classroom into life events, significantly increased both first-generation and non-first-generation students’ ASR. To the best of my knowledge, this is the first study to estimate the effect of integrative learning on ASR. AAC&U identified integrative learning as one of four key college outcomes to study for the twenty-first century (Leskes & Miller, 2006), and this finding compliments the importance placed on integrative, global, and civic learning,
each of which has meaningful conceptual relations to altruism and socially responsible views.

Participation in diversity experiences was also found to increase both first-generation and non-first-generation students’ ASR. This supports prior research that found that participation in diversity experiences – including racial and cultural workshops – was positively related to altruistic behavior (Astin, 1993; Bowman et al., in press; Misa et al., 2005). As was the case for participation in study abroad experiences, the effect size for first-generation students was more than twice the effect size for non-first-generation students, suggesting that participation in diversity experiences has a substantially greater impact on first-generation students’ ASR compared to their non-first-generation peers. Recent research found similar results on the effects of diversity experiences on first-generation students’ critical thinking (Padgett et al., in press). As noted previously, one possible explanation for this difference in the effect on ASR due to experiences with students and ideas from diverse backgrounds, experiences, cultures and worldviews is that first-generation students tend to have more local and less cosmopolitan backgrounds than non-first-generation students and may, therefore, be more sensitive to such new experiences potentially resulting in a greater developmental impact on ASR. This, in combination with the stricter limitations on their prior access to human, social, and cultural capital resources associated with opportunities for diversity experiences, may contribute to the greater effects on ASR due to participation in diversity experiences available in the college setting.

Similar to participation in diversity experiences, non-first-generation students who engaged in course-related diversity experiences were significantly more likely to
have higher levels of ASR. Of particular interest is why curriculum-based diversity experiences significantly increases non-first-generation students ASR while having no significant impact on first-generation students. This is somewhat counterintuitive, but one possible explanation for this finding is that, in the precollege model, non-first-generation students’ openness to diversity prior to college significantly increased their in-college ASR; however, precollege openness to diversity prior to college was not significant for first-generation students. In the college-level model, when engagement in course-related diversity experiences was added, non-first-generation students’ precollege openness to diversity was no longer significant, while participation in course-related diversity experiences significantly increased their in-college ASR. This suggests that non-first-generation students’ precollege openness to diversity may have predisposed them to enroll in courses with diversity components upon entering college, the experience of which was significantly and positively related to their in-college ASR.

A difference existed between first-generation and non-first-generation students and the effects of positive peer interactions and cooperative learning on students’ ASR. Engaging in positive peer interactions significantly decreased first-generation students ASR, while participation in cooperative learning – i.e., a form of peer interaction – significantly increased non-first-generation students ASR. These findings regarding the effects of peer interactions on students’ development of ASR appear to contradict prior research that found first-generation students’ interactions with peers enhanced their cognitive, diversity, and psychological well-being development compared to their non-first-generation peers (Padgett et al., in press). However, one possible explanation for the findings of the present study may be that the differential effects of peer interactions
reflect the relative lack of social capital possessed by and accessible to first-generation students compared to non-first-generation students. First-generation students enter college with fewer social networks, placing them at a significant disadvantage compared to non-first-generation students when it comes to the potential effects of peer interaction on gains in ASR in the first year of college (see Attewell & Lavin, 2007).

This study also sought to estimate the effects of faculty interactions and teacher clarity and organization on students’ ASR. Interestingly, only the measure of teaching clarity and organization significantly contributed to first-generation students’ ASR. As prior research suggests, first-generation students’ interactions with faculty negatively affected learning outcomes during the first year (Padgett et al., 2010, Padgett et al., in press). However, this study suggests that faculty who are clear and organized in their instruction and class preparation can significantly influence the development of first-generation students’ ASR. Teaching clarity and organization can be perceived as a vital instructional technique that aids first-generation students’ transition into and through the complex college environment. Though the remaining coefficients related to faculty interactions were non-significant, faculty may indirectly influence development in ASR through assignments and discussions that take on a more integrative learning approach that help students to tie classroom activities into real world issues and events.

Overall, after students’ precollege ASR – and other precollege characteristics – was controlled for in the college-level model, several specific in-college experiences and good practices variables had significant positive effects on the development of ASR in the first year of college for both first-generation and non-first-generation students. These variables were planning to or having completed a study abroad experience; participating
in diversity experiences; and engaging in integrative learning, involving integrating ideas, information, and experiences from the classroom into life events. These three specific forms of college experiences clearly share some common elements or characteristics. For example, these college experiences provide unique opportunities for students to increase their awareness of diversity and life circumstances different from their own and to connect and apply their ideas with diverse life experiences across diverse contexts and cultures.

**Summary Statement**

Findings from this pretest-posttest, longitudinal study suggest that a number of specific college experiences, particularly engagement and involvement in vetted good practices, significantly impact first-generation and non-first-generation students ASR, controlling for a number of student background characteristics, precollege experiences and the precollege ASR pretest. First-year students’ experiences and engagement in college are influential in the development of ASR, as are a handful of student background characteristics and precollege experiences. In other words, the development of ASR is clearly fostered and supported by the college milieu.

**Implications for Future Research**

The importance of a well-crafted design, theoretically-sound constructs, and analysis with longitudinal data for college impact research is well documented (see Pascarella, 2006; Pascarella & Terenzini, 1991, 2005). For example, in their analysis on the use of propensity score matching techniques using longitudinal data, Padgett, Salisbury, An, and Pascarella (2010) – supported by emerging evidence (Shadish, Clark, & Steiner, 2008; Steiner, Cook, Shadish & Clark, in press) – conclude:
In secondary data, having theoretically vetted indicators that eliminates confounding influences in treatment assignment are essential for conducting…any statistical approach….In other words, the design of the study and its constructs trump any analytical technique. Methodologically strong longitudinal studies on college student experiences…with large sample sizes and extensive pretreatment measures allow for more extensive investigations into and controls for selection bias. (p. 22)

By controlling for potentially-biasing background characteristics and precollege experiences, I was able to more accurately measure organizational, programmatic, and pedagogical elements of in-college experiences that impact first-year students’ ASR. Future research, particularly research that involves the survey design, must be cognizant of obtaining important precollege information that may potentially bias their intended outcome.

Furthermore, the longitudinal data on which this study is based enabled me to use a pretest-posttest design to examine the effects of specific in-college experiences on students’ development of ASR during the first year of college. Using a pretreatment measure of ASR to control for students’ precollege ASR is a potent element of this study’s design. This feature refines the capacity of the analysis to better isolate and estimate the effects of in-college experiences on students’ post-treatment ASR, measured at the end of the first year of college. Future research on the effects of specific in-college experiences on ASR and a wide range of other student outcomes could also benefit and obtain more unbiased estimates of effects by the use of pretest-posttest longitudinal designs akin to this key aspect of the present study’s design.

In addition, this study supplements and highlights the growing evidence that good practices significantly impact college students’ cognitive, psychosocial, and personal development (see Astin, 1993; Cruce et al., 2006; Goodman et al., 2006; Padgett et al.,
While college impact studies continue to examine the effects of programmatic, curricular, and co-curricular experiences on student learning, it has become evident that college impact studies must incorporate measures of good practices to account for these important and influential features of the college experience. Findings from this study – and the studies highlighted above – provide enough evidence to suggest that examining the effects of college experiences only at the programmatic level is not enough to truly measure the extent to which student engage in intentionally meaningful and developmentally-productive practices. Yet, future research should not dismiss the impacts of other campus programs as mechanism to increase students ASR, including service learning, learning communities, senior capstones, and the like.

Lastly, this study examined the effects of the college experience on ASR for first-generation and non-first-generation students by running the analyses across each sub-sample. Future research is necessary to examine if the effects differ across other unique student groups, including minority students, SES, and gender. Findings from this study both support and contradict prior research on the effects of race on ASR. As the racial/ethnic composition of college enrollments continues to shift (Jamieson et al., 2001), it is imperative researchers examine the unique effects of race on ASR. Examining students’ ASR development in college has meaningful and potentially large societal implications. As states and citizens hold colleges and universities accountable for public education funding, higher education would benefit from a holistic understanding of how college is impacting ASR development and the resulting external benefits that accrue to society.
Implications for Practice

Concluding their qualitative examination of first-generation Latino students, Saunders and Serna (2004) state, “Without longitudinal studies that follow students from high school through college, very little information can be fed back to the K-12 system and to college access programs to make them more responsive to students’ need” (p. 161). The findings from this present study – particularly the effects of the good practices – can inform practitioners and faculty about significant programmatic and co-curricular experiences that positively affect first-year students’ ASR.

Intending to or having completed a study abroad experience significantly increases both first-generation and non-first-generation students’ ASR. This significant finding suggests that all first-year students, no matter their parents’ level of education, report higher levels of ASR if they intend to or have studied abroad. Identified as a key college outcome within the twenty-first century by AAC&U, global learning is particularly impactful because “major societal issues – whether environmental, economic, or political in nature – cannot be confined within national borders” (Leskes & Miller, 2006, p. 21). Though global learning requires a comprehensive approach to international studies, studying abroad is a meaningful and practical program for students to become involved with global and societal issues. A current challenge for campus practitioners is to provide these types of global experiences to more diverse students (see Leskes & Miller, 2006).

This study’s findings indicate that while plans to study abroad significantly and positively promote the development of ASR for both first-generation and non-first-generation students, the effect size is more than twice as large for first-generation
students than for their non-first-generation peers. In addition, the descriptive statistics suggest that first-generation students are substantially more likely than non-first-generation students to come from disadvantaged backgrounds in terms of SES. As such, additional funding and scholarships to study abroad should be made available – based on both merit-based and on need-based criteria – in order to adequately support diverse students who may not have the opportunity or resources necessary to experience these types of global opportunities. With the emergence of recent evidence about the factors that influence students’ plans to study abroad during college and the choice process behind this decision (Salisbury, Paulsen, & Pascarella, 2010; Salisbury, Umbach, Paulsen, & Pascarella, 2009), colleges and universities will have a clearer understanding of how to promote studying abroad as a beneficial co-curricular program. Because the impact of plans to study abroad on the development of ASR is much greater for first-generation students, and because they are more likely than their non-first-generation peers to lack the social and cultural capital – and other college-going resources and knowledge – to be aware of and pursue study abroad opportunities, colleges and universities should establish initiatives to target first-generation students with advising and other resources to particularly encourage their participation in study abroad opportunities.

Whereas studying abroad is a more programmatic initiative, one pedagogical approach that significantly increases both first-generation and non-first-generation students’ ASR is for classroom teachers to design learning activities that support and encourage students to practice the integration of ideas, information, and experiences in the classroom into the students’ everyday lives. While integrative learning incorporates
aspects of in-the-classroom and out-of-the-classroom experiences, successful integrative learning is often based within the students’ discipline. Leskes & Miller (2006) posit that “Powerful learning occurs when the problems posed are unscripted, drawn from the outside world, without simple answers, and sufficiently broad to require information from multiple areas of knowledge” (p. 18). Incorporating cognitive activities that require complex problem solving in real world contexts in ways that incorporate learning of curricular content can effectively prepare students for real-world decisions and increase their awareness of diverse life circumstances, conditions and contexts. Administrators should provide resources for faculty development workshops and seminars in order to encourage their faculty and teaching assistants to integrate class exercises that challenge the student to learn more deeply and incorporate class material to solve complex problems, rather than recite their class readings and notes (e.g., see Weimer, 2002). Findings from this study suggest students’ ASR increases when students can connect classroom learning to societal problems and issues. The challenge, however, is to “turn promising integrative learning innovations into coherent programs of study with progressively more rigorous expectations” (Leskes & Miller, 2006, p. 19). One such initiative is to utilize diversity experiences within the classroom.

First-year students’ ASR increases when they participate in diversity experiences across campus. Though many campus activities and campus life offices strive to provide as many diversity activities for student as possible on campus, the extent to which students attend and participate is limited. The challenge of increasing student participation in diversity activities does not lie in marketing or promoting these activities, but rather in motivating students to attend. Students will not participate in any type of
activity unless the cost of participation is lower than the benefits of attending. In other words, students need some form of incentive to attend campus activities and events that promote diversity experiences. Similar to integrative learning, providing workshops and seminars to train and encourage faculty and teaching assistants to redesign their students’ learning experiences to incorporate diversity experiences – and attending diversity events across campus – into the learning activities of their courses and curricula would provide clearly-structured incentives to motivate students to attend, such as a class grade or course credit. These types of pedagogical initiatives – in addition to teaching clarity and organization – help promote the development of students’ ASR by providing students with the practical experiences needed to encourage learning related to social responsibility and societal issues.

As this study and prior research have illustrated, first-generation students who report interacting with faculty measure significantly lower across an array of learning outcomes. However, this study highlights an invaluable practice for faculty with regards to supporting and developing first-generation students’ ASR. First-generation students who perceived faculty exhibiting high levels of teaching clarity and organization reported higher levels of ASR. This suggests that first-generation students’ transition through higher education – and their ultimate development of ASR – can be supported by faculty who clearly present the course material in an organized manner. Utilizing sound pedagogical techniques and instruction within the classroom significantly fosters first-generation students’ development of ASR.
**Relationship of Results to Theory**

Both the conceptual and theoretical frameworks of this study identify the quantifiable background characteristics, precollege experiences and specific in-college experiences that can theoretically impact students’ ASR. Whereas human capital theory posits that the development of ASR – such as volunteerism, community service, or civic engagement – are highly valued within society because of the substantial public or external benefits they provide; social capital theory suggests that altruism can be a cause and an outcome, where one’s network of connections to relationships and norms and an individual’s social environment can promote the development of altruism and social responsibility, yet altruistic and social responsible behavior can also be a means to generate more social capital; and cultural capital theory explains that cultural resources and knowledge, including altruism and social responsibility, are transferred across generations in home, school, college and other social environments, as a means of maintaining or advancing social status. Together, human, social, and cultural capital guide our understanding of students’ own characteristics and perceptions, as well as the effects and outcomes of their involvement in and engagement with specific aspects of their college experiences. College impact research aims to identify and statistically control for the effects of precollege factors in order to better isolate and estimate the impact of curriculum, co-curriculum, and other specific college experiences on a given student outcome such as ASR, the outcome of focus in the present study.

The findings of this study clearly suggests that while background characteristics are valuable and necessary statistical controls, ASR is not necessarily just an inherited trait, but rather it is also an outcome affected by the student’s environment and
engagement in a set of specific college experiences. For example, multiple effect sizes of being a minority student were significant and positive, and these significant effects are likely associated to the environment and exposure to various human, social, and cultural capital uniquely experienced by minority students. Similarly, prior research suggests that, in general, individuals from middle- and upper-class and highly-educated families are more likely to engage in altruistic and socially responsible activities (see Helliwell & Putnam, 2007; Nie et al., 1996; Putnam, 2000; Zukin et al., 2006). This research is partially explained within this study, as first-generation students who received a federal grant had significantly lower levels of ASR compared to their peers. Given the controls for the precollege ASR pretest measure in the models, other background characteristics – including gender, high school achievement, volunteering in high school, and the like – were non-significant across the models. In the context of the pretest-posttest longitudinal study of the development of ASR in this study, findings clearly illustrate the impactful and influential nature of specific aspects of the first-year college experience on the development of students’ ASR during the first year of college.

Yet this study also indicates that the first-year experiences that significantly contribute to gains in ASR are not necessarily based only on traditional curricular or co-curricular experiences. Rather, of particular importance is students’ participation in theoretically and statistically vetted good practices. Interestingly, typical measures of socialization in college – including student-faculty interactions, Greek membership, leadership positions, and the like – had either non-significant or significant minor effects on students’ ASR. The first-year experiences that significantly and more substantially contributed to gains in ASR for both first-generation and non-first-generation students
include plans to or experience studying abroad, participation in learning opportunities that integrate ideas, information and experiences from classroom learning into practical life events, and diversity experiences in- and out-of-the-classroom. These patterns of findings reinforce the importance of accounting for good practices within college impact research. In addition, when it comes to the further construction of theories aiming to explain the development of students’ ASR during the first and subsequent years of college, scholars should certainly consider reaching beyond the traditional programmatic features of the college experience to incorporate measures of more specific good practice in undergraduate education that may vary substantially according to students’ perceptions of their experiences in broader programmatic contexts.

Finally, across the models estimated in this study, the largest effect sizes by far corresponded to the ASR pretest measure. Although the precollege ASR pretest was used primarily as a control measure in the present study, in order to better isolate and obtain more unbiased estimates of the effects of specific college experiences on students’ development of ASR, these are findings of substantial theoretical importance. In the development of a more comprehensive theory of the development of ASR, the ways in which individual background characteristics and precollege experiences contribute to the early formation of ASR prior to college should be unfolded into its greater and fuller complexity in a two-stage theory of ASR development: the development of precollege ASR and the further development of ASR during the college years and beyond. Ultimately, this broader perspective may well be the most fruitful approach to the development of a comprehensive theory of both early and later development of ASR that considers the impacts of the early home, precollege school, and in-college experiences
and contextualizes the specific mechanisms at work in each phase to best explain and predict the evolution of an individuals’ ASR.

**Limitations**

As is the case with all college impact studies, it is also important to acknowledge that potential selection bias may exist within the sample. Students self-select to attend college. The students who enroll into postsecondary education are more likely to have high levels of human, social, and cultural capital, be highly motivated, exhibit leadership characteristics, participate in altruistic behaviors, and have higher levels of personal development. Having both pretest and posttest measures of altruism in the present study allows for a more accurate measure of growth or development in altruism over the first year of college and for more accurate estimates of the effects of in-college educational experiences on altruism. In addition, given that the WNS data currently examines only the first year of college, the data does not allow for discernable generalizations comparing the impact of the first year with the overall four-year college experience.

The analyses for this study were conducted using secondary-data. This directly limits the extent to which I could construct and incorporate specific survey-items to accurately assess the effects on ASR of all potentially relevant covariates as guided by prior research. As previously detailed, the primary purpose of the WNS is to investigate the effects of liberal arts colleges and experiences on outcomes associated with a liberal arts education. To this end, liberal arts colleges were specifically targeted for participation in the study and are therefore purposefully oversampled within the WNS institutional data. The oversample of liberal arts colleges – which are typically selective in their admission procedures – may indirectly affect and reduce the number of first-
generation students in my analytical sample, compared to other multi-institutional national datasets. To compensate for this limitation, three separate cohorts were combined to increase the number of first-generation students in the analytical sample for this study. Furthermore, the overpopulation of first-year students from small liberal arts colleges could potentially overestimate the effects of the liberal arts experience on students’ ASR, perhaps due to a greater likelihood for meaningful socialization at such institutions (Pascarella, Wolniak, Cruce, & Blaich, 2004; Seifert, Pascarella, Goodman, Salisbury, & Blaich, 2008). To account for any potential bias in this regard, I performed a series of statistical procedures and incorporated statistical adjustments to control for the nested nature of the data, commonly referred to as the clustering effect.

The current form of the WNS used in this analysis is a longitudinal study of the first-year experience, so that the scope of this analysis is delimited to exploring the impact of aspects of the first year of college rather than the impact of the entire four-year collegiate experience. However, the first-year experience is considered to be the most influential and impactful year of college. Understanding the effects of the first-year experiences on various learning outcomes (i.e., altruistic behavior and social responsibility) provides contextual evidence of student development through higher education.

Finally, this analysis purposefully examined methodologically-appropriate first-generation and non-first-generation subsamples. As such, this study specifically defined first-generation students as students whose parent(s) has not attended a postsecondary institution (see Definition of Terms in chapter one for a more detailed operational definition). Families cannot be assumed to consist of two biological parents (Thomas &
Quinn, 2007). The phrasing of the question within WNS pertaining to level of mother and father’s level of education assumes the respondent either 1) has a biological parent(s) to reference, or 2) substituted legal guardian or step-parent for biological parent when responding. Because step-families or any legal guardians, much like biological parents, can influence college-going students’ capital, this is likely only a minor limitation.

**Conclusion**

To the best of my knowledge, this is the first study to examine the effects of the first year of college on students’ development of ASR. The findings from this study suggest that first-year students’ experiences and engagement in college – in particular, theoretically vetted good practices – are particularly influential in the development of ASR. Furthermore, race/ethnicity and receiving a federal grant exposed important social and cultural differences that exist and ultimately influence ASR. These findings provide powerful evidence that the students’ precollege exposure to human, social, and cultural capital, the college environment, and the purposeful good practices fostered within and outside the classroom, can significantly impact first-year students’ ASR. Further, this study provides a holistic understanding of how colleges and universities are impacting first-year students ASR development and the resulting external benefits that may accrue to society, ultimately providing legitimacy for the continued funding of higher education by society.
APPENDIX

OPERATIONAL DEFINITIONS FOR

DEPENDENT AND INDEPENDENT MEASURES

Measure/Description

Dependent Measure

*Altruism and Social Responsibility:* Student's end of the first-year score identifying how important it is for them to be involved socially and politically in the community. This eleven-item scale in which respondent's self-reported (ranging from not important to essential) involvement in such activities or goals, including: 1) How important to respondent personally is volunteering in my community, 2) How important to respondent personally is becoming a community leader, 3) How important to respondent personally is becoming involved in activities that preserve and enrich the environment, 4) How important to respondent personally is helping others who are in difficulty, 5) How important to respondent personally is improving respondent's understanding of other countries and cultures, 6) How important to respondent personally is keeping up to date with political affairs, 7) How important to respondent personally is influencing the political structure, 8) How important to respondent personally is helping to promote racial understanding, 9) How important to respondent personally is influencing social values, 10) How important to respondent personally is integrating spirituality into respondent's life, and 11) How important to respondent personally is developing a meaningful philosophy of life. The internal consistency reliability for the scale is $\alpha = 0.83$.

Precollege Control Measures

*Received Federal Grant:* Respondent has federal grant: 1 = Yes, 0 = No.

*Number of Siblings:* Based upon the beginning of the first-year, how many brothers and sisters does the respondent have? 0 = No siblings, 1 = 1 sibling, 2 = 2 siblings, 3 = 3 siblings, or 4 = 4 or more siblings.

*Race/Ethnicity:* Four separate dichotomous measures of respondent's self-reported race/ethnicity: 1 = Black, 0 = White; 1 = Hispanic, 0 = White; 1 = Asian/Pacific Islander, 0 = White; and 1 = Other, 0 = White.

*High School Racial Composition:* The racial composition of respondent's high school was almost all white. 1 = Yes, 0 = No.

*Openness to Diversity/Challenge:* Respondent's mean-based scale of precollege
openness to diversity/challenge. This seven-item scale in which respondent's self-reported (ranging from strongly disagree to strongly agree) involvement in such activities, including 1) The extent to which respondent enjoys having discussions with people whose ideas and values are different from their own, 2) The extent to which respondent believes that the real value of a college education lies in being introduced to different values, 3) The extent to which respondent enjoys talking with people who have values different from theirs because it helps better understand self and values, 4) The extent to which respondent believes that learning about people from different cultures is a very important part of their college education, 5) The extent to which respondent enjoys taking courses that challenge their beliefs and values, 6) The extent to which courses respondent enjoys most are those that make them think about things from a different perspective, and 7) Extent to which respondent believes that contact with individuals whose backgrounds (e.g., race, national origin, sexual orientation) are different from one's own is an essential part of their college education. The internal consistency reliability for the scale is $\alpha = 0.83$.

*English is Second Language:* English is respondent's secondary language. 1 = Yes, 0 = No.

*Gender:* 1 = Male, 0 = Female.

*ACT Composite Score:* Respondent's common metric of precollege academic ability with imputations.

*Academic Motivation:* Respondent's mean-based scale of precollege academic motivation. This eight-item scale in which respondent's self-reported (ranging from strongly disagree to strongly agree) their academic motivation, including 1) The extent to which respondent is willing to work hard in a course to learn the material even if it will not lead to a higher grade, 2) The extent to which respondent does well on a test because they are well-prepared not because the test is easy, 3) The extent to which in high school respondent frequently did more reading in a class than was required simply because it interested them, 4) The extent to which in high school respondent frequently talked to teachers outside of class about ideas presented during class, 5) The extent to which getting the best grades respondent can is very important to them, 6) The extent to which respondent enjoys the challenge of learning complicated new material, 7) The extent to which respondent agrees that academic experiences (i.e., courses, labs, studying, discussions with faculty) will be the most important part of college, and 8) The extent to which respondent agrees that academic experiences (i.e., courses, labs, studying, discussions with faculty) will be the most enjoyable part of college. The internal consistency reliability for the scale is $\alpha = 0.69$.

*Volunteered during High School:* Within the last year, did the respondent volunteer in high school? 1 = Occasionally/Often/Very Often, 0 = Rarely/Never.
Pretest Altruism and Social Responsibility: Respondent's beginning of the first-year score identifying how important it is for them to be involved socially and politically in the community. This eleven-item scale in which respondent's self-reported (ranging from not important to essential) involvement in such activities or goals, including: 1) How important to respondent personally is volunteering in my community, 2) How important to respondent personally is becoming a community leader, 3) How important to respondent personally is becoming involved in activities that preserve and enrich the environment, 4) How important to respondent personally is helping others who are in difficulty, 5) How important to respondent personally is improving respondent's understanding of other countries and cultures, 6) How important to respondent personally is keeping up to date with political affairs, 7) How important to respondent personally is influencing the political structure, 8) How important to respondent personally is helping to promote racial understanding, 9) How important to respondent personally is influencing social values, 10) How important to respondent personally is integrating spirituality into respondent's life, and 11) How important to respondent personally is developing a meaningful philosophy of life. The internal consistency reliability for the scale is $\alpha = 0.80$.

College Experience Measures

Institutional Type: The institutional type of each college and university from which the respondents were sampled, recoded into the following dichotomous categories: 1) Regional college and 2) Research university. Liberal Arts college was the omitted category.

First-Year Grades: Respondent's grades up to the point of taking the survey. 1 = C- or lower, 2 = C, 3 = C+, 4 = B-, 5 = B, 6 = B+, 7 = A-, and 8 = A.

Humanities Courses: The number of humanity courses respondent participated in during the first year, based on a continuous scale ranging from '0' to '5'.

Social Science Courses: The number of social science courses respondent participated in during the first year, based on a continuous scale ranging from '0' to '5'.

Natural Science Courses: The number of natural science courses respondent participated in during the first year, based on a continuous scale ranging from '0' to '5'.

Live On-Campus: Does the respondent live on-campus? 1 = Live on-campus, 0 = Live off-campus.

Greek Membership: Is the respondent a member of a social fraternity or sorority? 1 = Yes, 2 = No.

Total Hours Work in College: The number of hours per week the respondent works for
pay on-campus and/or off-campus (using the midpoints of a categorical variable): 1 = 0, 2 = 2.5, 3 = 8, 4 = 13, 5 = 18, 6 = 23, 7 = 28, and 8 = 45+.

Relaxing and Socializing: Number of hours per week respondent spends relaxing and socializing (using the midpoints of a categorical variable): 1 = 0, 2 = 2.5, 3 = 8, 4 = 13, 5 = 18, 6 = 23, 7 = 28, and 8 = 45+.

Study Abroad: Respondent has studied abroad (or plans to before graduation). 1 = Yes, 0 = No.

Leadership Position: Respondent held a leadership position in a student club, campus organization, residence hall, or fraternity/sorority. 1 = Yes, 0 = No.

Attended the Arts: During current school year, how often respondent attended an art exhibit, gallery, play, dance, or other theater performance? 0 = Never, 1 = Sometimes, 2 = Often, and 3 = Very Often.

Measures of Good Practices

Quality of Nonclassroom Interactions with Faculty: Five-item scale, including 1) The extent respondent agrees that non-classroom interactions with faculty have had a positive influence on personal growth, values, and attitudes, 2) The extent respondent agrees that non-classroom interactions with faculty have had a positive influence on intellectual growth and interest in ideas, 3) The extent respondent agrees that non-classroom interactions with faculty have had a positive influence on career goals and aspirations, 4) The extent respondent agrees that since coming to this institution, respondent has developed a close, personal relationship with at least one faculty member, and 5) The extent respondent agrees that respondent is satisfied with the opportunities to meet and interact informally with faculty members. The internal consistency reliability for this scale is $\alpha = 0.85$.

Prompt Feedback from Faculty: Three-item scale, including 1) How often faculty informed respondent of level of performance in a timely manner, 2) During current school year, how often has respondent received prompt written or oral feedback from faculty on academic performance, and 3) How often faculty checked to see if respondent had learned the material well before going on to new material. The internal consistency reliability for this scale is $\alpha = 0.68$.

Teaching Clarity and Organization: Ten-item scale, including 1) Frequency that faculty gave clear explanations, 2) Frequency that faculty made good use of examples and illustrations to explain difficult points, 3) Frequency that faculty effectively reviewed and summarized the material, 4) Frequency that faculty interpreted abstract ideas and theories clearly, 5) Frequency that faculty gave assignments that helped in learning the course material, 6) Frequency that the presentation of material was well
organized, 7) Frequency that faculty were well prepared for class, 8) Frequency that class time was used effectively, 9) Frequency that course goals and requirements were clearly explained, and 10) Frequency that faculty had a good command of what they were teaching. The internal consistency reliability for this scale is $\alpha = 0.89$.

**Degree of Positive Peer Interactions:** Eight-item scale, including 1) Respondent has developed close personal relationships with other students, 2) The student friendships respondent has developed at this institution have been personally satisfying, 3) Interpersonal relationships with other students have had a positive influence on respondent's personal growth, attitudes, and values, 4) Interpersonal relationships with other students have had a positive influence on respondent's intellectual growth and interest in ideas, 5) Respondent's quality of relationships with other students, 6) It has been difficult for respondent to meet and make friends with other students (reverse-coded), 7) Few of the students respondent knows would be willing to listen to and help them with a personal problem (reverse-coded), and 8) Most students at this institution have values and attitudes different from respondent (reverse-coded). The internal consistency reliability for this scale is $\alpha = 0.87$.

**Cooperative Learning:** Four-item scale, including 1) In respondent's classes, students taught each other in addition to faculty teaching, 2) Faculty encouraged respondent to participate in study groups outside of class, 3) Respondent participated in one or more study group(s) outside of class, and 4) During current school year, how often has respondent worked with other students on projects outside of class. The internal consistency reliability for this scale is $\alpha = 0.70$.

**Integrated Ideas, Information, and Experiences:** Four-item scale, including 1) The extent respondent agrees that courses have helped them understand the historical, political, and social connections of past events, 2) The extent respondent agrees that courses have helped them see the connections between intended career and how it affects society, 3) The extent respondent agrees that out-of-class experiences have helped them connect what was learned in the classroom with life events, and 4) The extent respondent agrees that out-of-class experiences have helped them translate knowledge and understanding from the classroom into action. The internal consistency reliability for this scale is $\alpha = 0.74$.

**Diversity Experiences:** Six-item scale, including 1) How often respondent attended a debate or lecture on a current political/social issue during this academic year, 2) How often respondent had serious discussions with staff whose political, social, or religious opinions were different from own, 3) Extent to which respondent's institution emphasizes encouraging contact among students from different economic, social, and racial or ethnic backgrounds, 4) During current school year, how often has respondent had serious conversations with students of a different race or ethnicity than their own, 5) During current school year, how often have respondent had serious conversations with students who are very different from theirs in terms of their religious beliefs, political opinions, or personal values, and 6) How often respondent participated in a racial or cultural awareness workshop during this academic year. The internal
consistency reliability for this scale is $\alpha = 0.65$.

*Course-Related Diversity Experiences:* Three-item scale, including 1) Number of courses focusing on diverse cultures and perspective respondent has taken during this academic year, 2) Number of courses focusing on women's/gender studies respondent has taken during this academic year, and 3) Number of courses focusing on issues of equality and/or social justice respondent has taken during this academic year. The internal consistency reliability for this scale is $\alpha = 0.68$. 
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